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Opening up a 400 - Mile Railway in Darkest Africa.
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BOYLE

pared to Fight
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STATEMENT

CAN NEVER

CARRY

HANYPASSEKGERS

Tries to Show That Third Person One
of tho Brothers Says Aero
Was Responsible lor Kidplane Will Not do to. Convey
naping but Utile
Many People But Can
Stock Is Taken
be Used for a
In Story.
Few.

Schedules and Amendments
on Others Are Promised at Later

Attorney for the Defense Expected
no Verdict and Was Pre-

GIVES

LONG

HOURS Changes Are Made In Several

:

and Mrs. Boyle Take Up Two Aeroplanlsts Will
Build
Quarters In
Aeroplanes at Dayton
InstU
for the Ar-m- y.
tutlon.
Pen-nsylvan-

OUT

JUST

TO MAKE SHIPS FOR

JAM, F

WERE AMENDED

JURY

BEGIN WRIGHT BROTHERS HERE

LONG SENTENCES

Says Committee Wants to Reconsider Some of the
Sections of Sen

Army Captain Convicted Today of Murdering Annls
at Yacht Club
Last Year.

KIDDAPERS

Date.

In-

sanity Proceed-

Washington, D. C, May 11. When
nttsburg, May 11. Mrs. Helen
the tariff bill was taken up for conNew York. May 11. Wllhnr
nH
Boyle, who was brought to the West
sideration In the Senate this morning
Orvllle
Wright, the aeroplanlsts. were
ern
penitentiary
here
late yeBtcrday passengers
Senator AUIrlch stated that the comon board the Kronx Prinwitn her husband, James Boyle, both
mittee on finance would submit a difFLUSH1NO, N. Y., MAY 11.
having been sentenced for the Whitla cess Cecelle which arrived here this
on
ferent
on
schedule
the
Elmduties
CAPTAIN PETER C. HAINS, JR..
Kionaping, had a Vo.d nights rest morning. The brothers said that they
ore and the products of zinc and
WAS FOUND GUILTY OF
last night and began the day in prison would go to their home at Dayton.
asked
these
as
as
that
schedules
well
DESLAUGHTER IN THE
BBi o.
tier doming was taken from Ohio, as soon as possible, where aeroGREE BY' A JURY. WHICH RE- the section relating to lead products
hfcr last night and when she awoke planes intended for the government
be
passed
over
present.
for
the
The
TURNED A VERDICT THJS
this morning she found a uit of service will. he completed. From DayERNOON, AFTER DELIBERATING leqnest was granted, Senator Bris-toprison garb In her cell. She was ton they will go to Washington,
announcing
would
speak
that he
FOt'K HOURS. THE DEFENDANT
given permission to make fancy work where testj will
carried out under
WAS REMANDED TO THE CUS- on the lead schedule when it was
the direct, on of
tor her cell.
nf experts.
reached.
TODY OF THE SHERIFF.
Following the compiewa cf the
Boyle also felt well and smiled on
THE CAME WAS GIVEN TO THE
On motion of Aldrleh the section
In
work
the
Washington,
barber
being
when
was
he
they announce
shav
JURY AT 12:06. ATTORNEY MCIN-TYR- relating to soap was amended, " placed. No stock is being taken In Boyle's that they will return to Europe
to
OF THE DEFENSE, ' SAID ing a 50 per cent ad valorem duty
statement, made yesterday, and pur fulfill contracts' with private IndividHE BELIEVED THE JUiRY WOULD on perfumed soap for revenue purIHOTOGRAPHS FROM FAR AFRICA, SHOWUVO WORK (v 115,000 - A uals.
porting
A
large
Involve
to
a
party
In
number of friends
third
MILE NIGERIA RAILROAD.
BE OUT 24 HOURS AND WOULD poses,
greeted the aeronauts on the ship
A railroad through what was only tween Chicago
kidnaping of Willie Whitla.
and Kansas City, will skins. Wonderful tin fields have been tneBoyle
RETURN WITHOUT A VERDICT.
The House provision for sulphur a half dozen years ago the darkest run between Baro,
accompanied
and
and
were
his
brought
wife
to
them ashore.
the head or the found n the Bauohl province In the tne
HE SAID HE HAD INFORMATION was amended, placing crude sulphur part
Orvllle Wright said, In speaking of
penitentiary here last night to
of darkest Africa! The Eng- low water navigation on the Niger north, and a branch line will be serv
THAT TWO
OF THE JURORS on the free list and providing a duty
sentences,
practicability
the
their
the former hav
ot the aeroplanes,
river, to Kano. It is hoped that the built from some point on
the Baro-Kan- o lng beeu sentenced to life
WERE OPPOSED TO THE DE- of $4 a ton on refined sulphur. The lish governors of Nigeria, which is line
and tho that they often carried two passen- '
will be the beginning of great
line to them.
FENSE OF INSANITY AND WOULD present law and the House bill pro- in West Africa, are building it with agricultural
gers
2S
years
to
latter
In prison. Arriving
and could have
several
prosperity for the counThe top picture
a fishing at the penitentiary they went told to more. He believed carried
NOT VOTE FOR ACQUITTAL FOR vided $6 a ton.
government
money, and spending try and also a safeguard against a village near Baro onshows Niger
th aeroplane
the
THAT REASON.
river
eay
good
relating
bye
as
was
to
The schedule
mica
the rules
the pris- would never be a passenger conveyJ13.000 a mile to make it a good, rebellion and possible disaster from at very low
water. The natives are on would not permit them, of
to see eacn ance, but that It will b used as a
Soon after the Hains case wa passed over. Senator Aldrleh saying substantial railway.
the enormous Mohommedan and pa- carrying sand for cement
on
work
again.
Mrs. Boyle kissed her carrier for a few persons
other
called this morning, former District that the committee desired to reconThe railroad, which will be 490 gan Istribes. The future, of the coun- the mainland.
The lower picture
As to war In future he said beAttorney Gregg concluded his argu- sider that paragraph.
try
in growing cotton, ,the export shows the native engaged In lniild- - husband and said: "We must mak
lcmg,
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or
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tice Garretson's instruction,
the
corridor
she asked permission to in the air, ami as the maenl'ne' can
The Question of what to do with Cummins of Iowa, suggested that twosee her husband again and the r
go no higher he considered that point
Halns In case the Jury acquitted h ir. thirds of the chinaware is Imported, GRAIN
quest
TRADE
wits granted. Returning to tho settled.
QUITS
arose, because f the fact that th while 80 per cent of the earthenware
L PRICES ARE
AUSTRIAN PRINCE
room, she kissed and embraced Boyle
used Is of domestic manufacture, and
defense contended he won mental'
and was then conducted to her cell
unsound. The etdict this afternoon, "udded that later he proposed to of
NEW YORK CITIES
leaving Mercer, Boyle gave SAYS WE MAY LIVE
fer an amendment reducing the duty
however, eliminates that questioii.
STEADILY. ADVANCING
LIVES IN OHIO outJjeiore
a lengthy statement In which he
Speaking on the
Attorney Mclr.tyru ma'l" hi pica on earthenware.
sought
to Implicate a third penua,
for the defen ;e yesterday, (.unend- rates of steel and earthenware. SenHarry Forker, not only of complicity
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declared that on a certain morning By Kllaiinating Several Ha4 Ixineaors
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As a result of the Understanding
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New York, May n. "The recent
tbe length ot lite, Will Be
May 11 Local wool values
Chicago, May 11. The Journal to- Reeble was found dead on the side
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tend
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In
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with the day devotes Its front page to an elab- walk
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statement
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The crime for which Halns war
effect In restoring Dealings In the Boston
New York, May 11. iWhen tuber
are discovered the "lost John Orth." oth- with a bundle of letters in his hand
convicted was the killing of William or the whole, will finally atlopj each that class- of traffic to the Buffalo-Ne- confined to the territory market
by Boyle and a saloonkeeper, Dan culosis and other preventable cause
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but
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known
the
reached,
Archduke
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paragraph
passed
unless
York gateway to tidewater. The tions in the west are closely followed.
E. Annis, a New York publisher, at
excessive mortality are mastered,
Johann Salvator. of Austria, prince of Shay, who has since died. He de of
the Bsiyside Yacht club for the al- by agreement, and no further oppor- railroad men were witnesses before Fairly heavy receipts
when those less than 50 tell the
ctared
Nevada,
of
dropped
that
Forker
four
let
the
House
Hapsburg,
of
disaptunity
be
to
will
given
amend
who
until the public service commission in op- - Utah and Arizona wools have
leged reason that Annis had Improptruth about their youth and those
filled peared thirteen
years ago, after ters, which Shay picked up and that more
erly conducted himself with
Mr. the bill reaches the parlimentary posuion to applications by two pro-- 1 up the local bins, which for weeks.
than SO do the same about their
Shay
he
and
examined
these
letters
marrying
Ludmllll
Stubel,
opera
an
being
before the Senate.
age, it may be possible for actuaries
Halns, separating her from her hus- ftctus of
jectea freight terminal belt lines for have been empty of old stock. New
at
the
latter's
saloon.
singer.
Is
It
stated
was
le
that Orth
band and breaking up their
the outskirts of Buffalo. Witnesses Wyoming W held at 23 and 25 cents
He wrote to
and later had to figure on 150 years as the span
TltlKN 'IX ltPAT WKKTOX,
Captain Halns was on military
for the terminal lines showed that while Utah is quoted at 19 to 22. discovered at Palnesville, Ohio, Ta- a talk with him Forker
and
paid him of human life.
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the
occupation
a
'of
machinduty in the Philippines. Halns and
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sums
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at
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his brother, T. Jenkins Halns. a writ- John Walsh, a former Chlcagoan 100.000.000 bushels
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what
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making
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his
Is
adknown
his
er, went to the yacht club and met and veteran of the civil war, 57 ten years ago. They attributed the
entirely confined' to the Infuntile per
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contained.
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statement
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and
his desire to return
Annls as the latter was leaving a years old. has arrived in Chicago, loss to inadeuuute terminal
iod, over 50 the decrease has been
Mav Vi,lln..
that he finally asked for $6,000 and very
to Austria.
It Is said his beautirul offered
boat.
declaring his intention of overhaulhere and consequent congestion at
small or an actual increase has
give up the letters but that
to
'New York, May 11. Since the re- wife and two children were
killed In Forker claimed he did not have
Hainx pulled a revolver from his ing Edward Pavon Weston on foot. mis port in the tmsy season.
been shown by statistics. From 1889
cent
meeting
the
the
of
woolen
and
the
Mount
Peloe disaster and since money, suggesting finally
pocket and allot Annls, the latter Walsh said he had walked to Chicaj ne roans reduced their rates from worsted men at the Waldorf-Astorithat Boyle. to 1901 there was a decrease of sevthen Orth has been a wanderer.
falling fatally wounded. Halns' broth- go from Boston, en route to San nve cenis per Dushtl to four in re- - more
kidnap the little Whitla boy and hold en in each thousand of population In
thought
terlous
has
given
been
'
er. It is alleged, also had a revolver, Francisco, and already had gained fponse to urgent requests from the to reports of
the total number of deaths, hut the
him for ransom.
attemirts to bring about
with which he threatened ',the crowd 50 miles on Weston.
New York Produce exchange.
Boyle says that he followed out rate nf deaths from heart disease.
Is a merger of Independent woolen and 6AVE INFORMATION
It
that was attracted by the shooting,
Wti.ton is near Kansas City. Walsh said the Canadian roads will meet the worsted Interest, either through a
ailments
this plan, kidnaped the boy and took cancer, certain functional
and prevented anyone rendering as- sp.nt
and suicide in 5 per cnt higher in
imo time yesterday at the cut and the western roads are uii' central selling agency or by means of
him to his wlfa at Cleveland
and
sistance to the wounded man. T. hi. me of hi.s sister In Austin. Ho said tssailable In their position.
the United .States than the mortality
a combination of mills. Work on the
AND WAS MURDERED that she was not informed of the kid- from
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Jenkins Hains was tried and acquitexpected to catch Weston somethe same causes 50 years ago.
naping. He says also that he met J.
proposition I actually being done and
I hee and many other interesting
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where in Colorado.
P. Whitla, the father of the boy. In
the leaM of the things troubling
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Cleveland, told him the story of his facts about the duration of human
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Is Man
Who 'VtAJ Offiu-rof Itald ml dealings with Forker and surrendered life were presented by John K. Qera
where the money will come from
Sheep Camp is iYmiui With
the letters to him on promise that hu of Newark, N. J., the president of the
will finance such a concern. Tin
Peter C.
Jr., Convicted
for
MANY DIAMONDS that Is
Bullet In Brain.
Actuaries Society of America at tha
would not be prosecuted.
fret
that a great many manufact
twentieth annual meeting of the as
urers
have
come
to
conclusion)
tlie
of William E. Annis.
the
"Wyo.. May 11. v llllam
sociation In the Metropolitan build
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made
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Investigation of the raid on the Alle- - qualities have been made durinr the
New York. May
11.
Because of the wise one to follow
Kmge
camp,
sheep
mand
and
when last year by Dr. Louis M. Compertz PAY UNUSUAL HONOR
Of late there has been a much oei-te- r
the demand or the west and the
the latter and a sheepherder of this city, who read a paper before
trade In woolen goo. is and dupli- both
southwest for precious stones the
murdered by a masked gang, the American Therapeutics
society
prices of diamonds and pearl are to cate orders for fall are coining in were
TO WOMAN SOLDIER
v as found with a bullet hole In his upon It.
be increased soon. Prosperity in those better In some woolen mills than they
head,
in
one
and
the heart, near the
Dr. Compertz told of the good
M.iny of
Mictions is credited by the Maiden have in live years.
tho
The Investigation today tends suits to be obtained from a medical
Lane dialers with causing them to large men's worsted milLs have about to
York. May 11. The braverv
all the business they can handle for t'1''1'-show that he did not commit sul- - standpoint. Four large
Jars wero of New
do more than 100 per cent more
Margaret Corbin, the first woman
j passed around
among
the
the
fall
doctors
season.
in previous stones
10
for
of
Advances
cents
last April
than during the same month last a yard have already been made and
mi wno lasted u round to take a soldier's part In the war
TA IT HAS A (iMK.
It hard to believe that It was sea- - for American independence and th
year. A leading importer is quoted a proportionate advance has been se- Washington, I. C, May 11. Presl-t- li v eed.
glory of Fort Tyron, one of the outer
as raying that ax soon as the tariff cured on the finer qualities
nt Taft tomorrow
will
play the
works of Fort Washington, will be
question is s ttled there will be an in
most notable game of golf in his cacommemorated by a large bronze
CASTKO IS AssKSSKU.
i r. ase in the price of diamond.
reer up to this time, when paired
Is to be unveiled on tiwi
tablet
STORY EXONERATES
May
11.
Caracas,
least. The price of pearls has
Cipriano Castro, site of which
na-- '
with Waller J. Travis, former
old fort during the Hudson-the
deposed
per
president
thirty
increased
of Venezuela, has Fulton
cent recently be
tionul champion, he will engage In a
celebration this fall. Marbeen condemned by the courts t i pay
cause of tlie faiiure of the India fishCHICAGO YOUTH fi ursoine against General Clarence six months rental and heavy damages garet Corbin was the wife of a Penneries. It in naid that it is practically
Edwards and F. Ogden Horstmann,
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private and during the atimpossible now to obtain tine large
one of the crack players of the Chevy for bis arbitrary occupation of the tacks of Hessians on th. outer works
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pearls,
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I'liental
in
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The
'
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Washington she reloaded on
here to take
of
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He Took I'M! I In I'lglii in Mexico, part
in the opening of the Chevy building Is the property of the Senora of the eunnons In Fort Tyron many
Joaquin Crespo, widow' of a former times. The
But It iHTlarcd to bt-- t ree
iuilimm; wiiuoi.txs.
Chase
club
tournament.
Last winter'
battle was nearly over
Washington. May 11. The installaI'roiu Blame.
he called on Taft at New York and president.
when both she and h- r husband were
tion of wirelesH stations at Fort Leavspent a whole, afternoon with him,1 HOOSKA
killed. The tablet is presented oy
KlT I'AH I RKS
enworth and Fort Riley are being arEl Paso, Texa. May 11. Harold
a long dissertation on the an-- 1 I
AX UNKNOWN ANIMAL. K. !. Hillings, whose fine stable Of
ranged for the army signal office. Vor Sanborn, a young Chlcagoan in Jail giving
game
and how it should be j London. May 11. The Globe u trotting horses Is now located on tho
this purpose steel towers two hun- at Riivcon Antonio as a result of a cient
played. The net score of the
pies correspondent says that Roose. site of the r,.rt on upper Manhattan
dred fe.-- ill height are to be erected riot on the Sanborn plantation near
team is apt to be low.
velt's relatives have received
Uit these two army posts.
news island.
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11.
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It
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WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING EDITOR

PRESIDENT

"
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the officiai,
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March 29. 1909.
New Mexico, Office of the Secretary.
9 of
Public notice la hereby given that In compliance with aectlon legisCeuncll substitute for House bill No. 21S of the Thirty-eight- h Secretary of
lative assembly, approved March 17. 1809. requiring the Mexico,
The
New
the Territory to designate an official newspaper of
Albuquerque Citizen Is hereby designated as such official newspaper of
NATHAN JAFFA.
New Mexico. (Signed)
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)

Territory of

with prepare himself for that task,
and not hang back and sulk, as some
ot your low anl Insolent boys would
tto.
Oswald was an obedient little!
chap.
One balmy evening when his moth- er and fiither were nt the ten table,
Oswald was out In the kitchen learn-- j
lug how to operate the food chop- -'

SCBSCR1PTIOX RATES.
$5.00

Urn year by mall In adTance.
j
,
M
uw snonth br nmll
0
on Lb by carrier within city limit. )'
Kfilerrd m second class matter at the PostofHee of Albuquerque, "N. M.,
rr Act o Con(Mea of March S, 187.
The only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexleo ami the keet adueuJum oi uie oouuiwita.

.,!::"!!

1? R YWfc

OSWAI.O.
n the next day Oswald's brother
took him for a ride In the carriage.
At the saw mill they alljihted.
"Now I will tell you why I beRged
you not to play with the chopper,"
said Oswald's mother, with a sunny
smile. "Mark this revolving disk of
I'fifclit niet.il.
It Is n buzz saw. It
has the appearance of being stationary, "r motionless.
"Now," said Bhe, "stand
beside
tne and see what will happen when
place my linger or dibit In close
contact with the buzz saw."
So saying, she placed her hand on
the elge of the buzz saw, and lo! In
a twinkling her finger dropped off
Just too neatly for anything.
1

iilifI'lWflllflll

--

ALBTJQTJEKQrE

CTTIZKN HAS:

fhe aneot equipped Job department

In New Mexico.

riie latent reports by Associated Press and Auxiliary News Serrlee.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
Wa faror the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and
-- rtsone as aeparate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.

Profit Sfiating

g

per. He was experimenting with a
kitten, to see how small he could
make it. While engaged In this, his
mother called to him: "Oswald, what
are you doing?"
"I am playing with the, food chopper," he said.
"Refrain." said his mother.
At first Oswald did not wish to refrain, but when he observed that
the kitten had ceased playing he did
also. Then going to his mother's
side he pulled his forelock politely,
and said: "Mother, I have come
awav from the food chopper so at
nofto be tempted to meddle ,vlth It.'V
This touching mark of obedience
affected his parents greatly.

"How funny, mother!" cried Oswald, clapping his hands. "Do It
some more."
"No," said his mother, with
an
amused look. "I need the other
fingers to darn stockings with. We
Will now go walk In the park and
feed the swans with the fruit cake
we saved from breakfast."
"I know now, why I was prudent
In
obeying t you."
Oswald,
said
thoughtfully.
"If 1 had injured myself playing with the food chopper It
would have hurt me more than you."
"That Is It," answered Mrs. Grayson, patting him on the head. "I am
glad, my little man, that you have
learned a lesson."

CLIPPINGS

apple, pear, cherry and plum crops
In good shape.
There will be a full
crop of these, which have proved
our principal money makers, and the
peach crop, while badly damaged,
Farm-Ingto- n
will not be an entire failure.

From &a Press

--

Times-Hustle-

!Tot for

Suite a Wftife

PRA1R1K

The predictions of novelists that the airship will, within a few years,
make useless present day navies. Is borne out by the statement of naval officers, notably by Captain John C. Fremont, of the battleship Mississippi. He
doesn't believe the airships will become much of a factor in warfare for
quite a while, and in discussing the matter, says:
"Did you ever try to drop a marble from the second story of a building
Into a hat on the ground? Well, that Is Just about as easy to do as It Is to
drop a shell from an airship upon a battleship or a Dreadnaught. The currents of air will cause the Bhell to fall In some place other than that deslir-xiateInvariably. There Is nothing of sufficient carrying power yet to
bring about the navigation of air by any sort of ship which will carry a gun
or Instrument which would direct the tire accurately of a downward projec-

EDITING A BANK.
Lloyd C. Hennlng has disposed of
his interest in the Winslow Mall and
Holbrook Argus and Is now editor of
the new bank opened In Holbrook. It
don't take an editor very long to get
In the Standard Oil class.
Williams
News,

Prairie

r.

lil RNED SHEEP.
li R Edestroyed
range
the

fire

east of Hagerman In ChuVez county
and burned 400 tine sheep owned by
Eaves and Alston. These
were
sheep sold about a year ago by A. J.
Crawford at $7 around.
A son of
Tom Douthitt's has been arrested and
is In in II at Roswell charged
with
:.
setting out the fire. Carlsbad
Cur-rt-n-

d.

HARVARD WON'T KNOW IT.
New Mexico man has donated
$50,000 to Harvard university. Just
think what that amount of money
tion.
"It will be many years before aerial navigation becomes a source of could do for the New Mexico Mili
wttreme danger to the navies of the world, and It will never be until there tary Institute. It will be but a drop
la some better propelling power than a gas engine. It has been shown that In the bucket with Harvard, while
an aerial vessel la helpless and can be shot to pieces at an altitude of sev- it would be a whole ocean for any
Institution. Koswell
eral thousand feet more than two miles bfore it can reach a position any- New Mexico
Record.
thing like directly over the object It seeks to attack."
A Virginia court held, with a fine show of reason, It seemed, that all
right, title and Interest In an engagement ring does not necessarily vest in
the fair person who wears It until It be supplemented with a wedding ring
from the original grantor. Sne merely held the emblem of betrothal by
right of her plighted word to wed at some tit and proper time the person
ot the first part meaning the fellow and in the event this condition precedent to title In fee simple was faithfully consummated, then the title varied

absolutely In the grantee, her heirs and 'assigns, forever; but not otherwise.
This astute and highly important ruling came as the result of an attempt
fcy an Old Dominion swain to replevy a diamond ring held despite his protest In the hands of a fair creature whose love had grown old, whose matrimonial pledge had been withdrawn, but whose desire to retain the sparkler was greater than her courage to part v. 11 li it peacefully.
An attack upon the weather bureau by a muck-rake- r
in the pages of a
ensatlonal magazine Is of value because It makes It timely and appropriate
to mention some of the inestimable services rendered by the bureau to the
people of this country. Its greatest service, of course. Is In the saving of
life and property upon the high seas by its storm warnings, which prevent
ships from leaving harbor, and with the extension of the use of wireless telegraphy will soon warn ships near the coast to look out for themselves
while yet there is time. But the service Is of the utmost value to many of
the great farming industries.

that Texas has offered to put up the alleged necessary
In order that Mars may be communicated with. Prof. Pickering
Now

nly Joking, and does not believe Mars is Inhabited at all.

110.000,000
Bays he was
Of couirse, any

number of the states would have tendered the coin had they known the
professor proposed to talk that way about It.

Toil may call the new aultan Meheromed. Mehomet. Mohamet. Mohnmid.
Slahomet or Mohammed, as you choose, according to the New York telegram, if y(,u jo not want to call him at all. of course you may lay down
your hand and wait till they get a new deal over in Turkey.
Now comes one of those Poultney Hlgeow sort of fellows and says Mr.
Hoosevelt has already far exceeded the number of lions his permit allows
him to kill. It Is painfully evident that Mr. Roosevelt Is to be charged pres-ntl- y
with having abolished the r.rltlsh constitution.
Kmerson Hough's remarks anent the weather bureau are rough,
tough, and hot stough. He thinks its predictions mostly blnugh running
largely to gough. In short, Mr. Hough seems to be In quite a Hough.
Mr.

It Is the opinion of tbe Washington Herald that tbe most attractive
thing the average man can be shown in hat;i nowadays is a last year's article that may be made to do service this spring.
f?un cyclones are being blamed for the recent outbreaks of furious wrath
r In several sections of the country. The only value of such an excuse Is
that it Is better than no exciibe ;it all.

The Nashville Amrian thinks that Arkansas Is clearly entitled to the
blue ribbon for freaks Inasmuch as Jeff Davis, "Coin" Harvey and Carrie
Nation are already located there.

The Durango Democrat
hns a
dope concerning
bunch of railroad
proposed electric lines In the San
Juan district. Cortex, Maneos,
Bayfield, Aztec
and Farmlngton are nil to be connected with
electric lines nnd electricity will be
furnished for light nnd power to the
s foresaid
towns
and the country
Is
All this and more,
thereabout.
what the Democrat says the Animas
t
Power company Is going to do.
'er rip. Farmington Enterprise.
o.

ANOTHER It Alt OF GOLD.
The Prescott National bank Is In
receipt of a bar of gold which weighs
216 ounces from the properties of the
comCongress Consolidated Mines
pany, nt Congress, Arizona, for shipment to the t'nlte,) states branch
mint at San Francisco where It will
be mad" Into gold coin, which will
add to the per capita money circulation of the land, a kind of addition
which Is decidedly on the Increase
In th- - vicinity of Prescott.
Prescott
Courier.

News.

,

At the recent convention of the National Metal Trades association Nel-In
Vrew York, two papers on profit sharing aroused much discussion. N. O.
son, the well known St. Louis manufacturer, spoke In part as follows, and
to which attention. Is called iVi the Iron Trade Review;
Quite recently profit sharing has received indorsement In high quarters.
Theodore Roosevelt, In his last annual message to Congress, said that labor
should by some systematic plan become part owner in the capital with which
Four railroad board, said In his
It works. Mr. Ingalls. chairman of the Big should
with
adopt profit-sharincivic federation speech, that the railroads
declares that there must
employes. Andrew Carnegie in his latent-booshould be
come a partnership between labor and capital, that the capital congress
of
owned by those who use it. sharing profits. In the last annual
pront sharing concerns in Great Britain, former Minister Balfour made a
statesmanlike argument for the system.
Profit sharing is a distinctive term for a systematic division of general
profit with the entire body of employes In proportion to the capital. Not
necessarily, but usually and properly, the dividend to wages Is capitalized
And paid In the stock of the employing corporation. Out of the net profits
Interest is allowed at bank rate on the net capital and the remainder la divided by equal percentage on the wages and the capital, or on the wages and
Ylt
ni a rnmnrnmtM between these two.
lnfrft
.
.
It.ts, ssTktl- - that the proportion be announced In advance, that all
regular employes of whatever grade be Included, that no new conditions be
Imposed and that the terms be sufficiently liberal to yield a respectable dividend. There is no change In the plan of business until it comes to disposing- of the profits. There is neither right nor Inducement given to interfere or criticize.
The contingent Interest In the profits Is a constant Influence toward care.
Industry and good faith. When the wage earners become stockholders and
receive cash dividends on their stock, they are doubly Interested. These definite advantages, besides Increasing the efficiency of the existing force, tend
Xo draw and retain the better class and eliminate the inferior.

GOOD.

NEEDS ENLARGING.
The steady anil continued increase
of our population In Magdalena
to Increase the
makes it neces--arboundaries of our burying .ground
and with this end in view. Mess-- ?.
m. Borrowdale and H. W. Russ'll
had surveyor Herrlck of Socorro go
over the ground with them on Monday, the third Inst., and It Is their
Intention t. make aiiiilicatlon for a
tract of land large enough to provide
ample npace lor a cemetery; maKing
growth of
allowance for increased
in
our town
future. Magdalena

Tne kmdlng Ropahllcan dally and weekly newspaper ol Ue Sociaweet.
"
ui wi
Tbe BdTOcate oi nepuuucan prencipi
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region there are signs of ancient operations, and tradition asserts that It
was from the upper tributaries of the
Henl and Inambarl rivers that the
Incus obtained their vast supply of
the precious metals, and the modern
Indian, believes he is continuing the
old ha lilts of his ancestnrs
ia
descends to thesel valleys to pan for

The Upper Amazon
Valley

h--

Once there whs a decent,
lad named Oswald.
He was
very kind t' his parents and Always
did as they desired him to do. When
they told him to go eat some pie, he
would go t at some pie.
Win n they
bade him to get ready and nertn pa ny
them to the circus, he would forth-

NHWirArun.

a heavier string and then
a rope. When this was done several
men
below pulled the aeroplane
down.
But Isn't the airship that will
stay In the air Just what the experts
looking
have been
for?' Blsbee
Miner.
SOI NIH

well-behav-

M

""W,""",M"""MM""mto draw up
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WILL CONFER ON SAN ATOKI I'M.
Dr. George (J. McConnell, medical
examiner in chief of the Knights of
Pythias, will reach here from Chicago Thursday afternoon.
He comes
to confer with the board of directors
of the National Pythian Sanatorium
on the early beginning of the erection of buildings. A smoker will be
FOl'R GENERATIONS PRESENT. held at the Commercial club rooms
This week In this city at one home, Thursday evening for club members
and In one room, here was a very and Invited guests. Las Vegas Optic.
unusual gathering. There were Mrs.
FARMINGTON GOES DRV.
P. B. Abreu. widow of the late Jesus
At a meeting of the town board
Q. Abreu; her daughter, Mrs. 1). A.
Clouthler; her daughter, Mrs. Viola on Friday night two resolutions were
Webster, and Mrs. Webster's lnfa.it adopted which closed the one saloon
daughter; four generations. And this we have had the past year, and gave
should entitle Springer t remain on notice that a license would be Iselse. Colfax sued to no other at any time In the
the map, if nothing
future.
County Stockman.
The action nf the town bonrd was
unanimous an 1 the sentiment of the
I'AVS TO ADVERTISE.
It may not pay to advertise, but people are behind them. It is a for
here are the rates charged ,hy the ward step that will bring us greut
we
believe. Farmlngton
Ladles' Home Journal and the Satur- ri suits.
day evening Post:
Ladim' Home Times-HustleJournal, 17 per line, $5,000 per inside
page; inside cover pages, $5,500 and
CO! LDN'T COME DOWN.
$7,000 for the back cover page. SatThe prize airship seems to be the
one invented by a Minnesota boy al
0
urday Kvening Post. $5 per line;
per inside page; Inside cover
though it developed a grave defect
and back cover $3.600. Sedan on its first trial. The boy was so
eager in his work of solving
Lance,
the
problem of aerial tlight that he for
got all about means of descent, and
PKI IT CHOI S Al'K.
The cold wave which visited this when he went up he remained there
Thursday 'and Friday i helpless, untd somebody sent up a
on
nights of last week did damage to toy balloon with a fine cord attached.
the more tender fruits, but left the The youthful Zeppelin used this cord
r.

$3.-00-

$3,-30- 0,

NO
FOR KIBRV.
The retirement of Joseph H. Kib-be- y
as thief executive of Arizona
closes one of the most aggressive ad
ministrations in the history of the
territory. Though he might have
contracted many political enemies, he
has proven to be a most popular govupon
ernor.
His sound Judgment
leading questions In the territory
have realized a great deal towards
the advancement of Arizona. Upon
his retirement as chief executive he
was tendered the appointment as asdissociate Justice ot the Prescott
trict, which position ho refused. He
will again engage In the practice of
his profession as a lawyer, with headquarters In Phoei1x Clifton Copper
Era.

THAT WATER QUESTION?
How about the water question?
Why not a delegation of the principal tax payers of the city call upon
the city council and demand the Installation of a system of water meters and the fixing of a price per
thousand gallons for water which every consumer must pay? Such an
arrangement would prevent wastefulness in the use of the city water,
It would with perfect justice compel every consumer to pay for exactly the water he uses and no more
and no less, and It would greatly Increase the city's revenue from water
rents. Much can be said In favor of
such an arrangement and absolutely
no valid argument can be advanced
against it. Let us have, the water
meters. Socorro Chieftain,

In a recent paper read before th
Royal Society of Arts of England, gold.
Knowing that gold exisUi In consome valuable and Interesting Inf
was given concerning sir Mar- siderable quantities in these regions,
tin Conway's great explorations over the question naturully occurs, why
the eastern slopo of the cordiliera of has it not been extracted on a large
the Andes, and the auriferous alluv-lal- s scale nnd by the use of modern ma
One reason
of the upper Amazon valley. This chinery and methods?
Is the difficulty in the traneportlon
great explorer,
ln
his r.searc.i of
machinery to the placers and
through the mountain chains, tabl2
lands and valleys of the Peruvl.n-lira.illa- n mines. Another is too gnat height of
Amies, more
on 2 the Andes In this vicinity, the creat
than
came across or heard of places in the rising t) altitudes of from 21.000 to
22.000 feet, and the height of the
region of perpetual snow where
g
veins of quartz were exposed. I'Ukmch seldom falling below 16.000
Miwt of these auriferous
treasures feet. The great obstacle, however, is
were practically Inaccessible so far us the rainy season. A high tableland,
fe'et lower than the crest
their working and practical exploita- si
of the cordiliera, extends to the east
tion are concerned.
of the water, parting for a distance
The explorer, however, arrived at
40 miles, the buttressing foothllla
the conclusion that somewhere at a jof
descending In another 40 miles
very high level on the eastern facj then
to the great Amazon valley, a few
of the Andes a considerable body of hundred feet
abovo the !(;el of the
gold ore existed, and that a much
During the rainy season the
larger body formerly existed. This eea.
which descend th-- slope, are
conclusion wa confirmed when he torrents
through a tortuous eount.y
carried
discovered that all four of the prin- full (if Impediments,
ani th" great
cipal tributaries of the upper Bonl or volumes
rain which f..)l with vioKaka river, bring down gold In their lence on of
the mountain si
must be
gravels. These rivers, In order from
away through narrow water
south to north, are the Coroieo, the carried
volu-ncourse. iSuch Is the
of water
l.
Challana, the Tipuanl, and the
poured in upon thtsc streams and
On each of them the natives rivers .thirt sometimes
thty rise a
are accustomed to wash gold nut of much ws 50
feet within two or three
the gravels at numerous points, and hours, washing
away banks, carrying
they et up rifles at certain places down bouldons,
forming temporbefore the rainy season to entrap th; ary obstructions and
or dams, which pile
gold that is brought down by the up
the water behind them until they
floods year after year.
break, flood the valleys, and carry
The Tipuanl river takes Its rls" at desolation and destruction In their
the crest of the cordiliera. Near Its paths. During the wet season the hills
headwaters, at a plae culled Yanl, also
become saturated, numerous
strong veins of
landslides are produced, and mud
have long been known to exist in the avalanche are formed, which scour
mountain ddes and they have been, the gullies and ravines and destroy
nnd still are Intermittently worked by everything in their course. The Inthe natives In the simplest fashion, stallation of machinery In such a
the ore being hacked out where It mountainous and uncertain region Is
looked most promising, fragment 'jy exceedingly difficult, If not Impossifragment, broken up by rolling a ble. The only succcefut way is t
bowlder about on it, and the product go far enough down Into the vulleys
washed by hand. The extension this to escape the turbulence
of the
source of gold may have in the high streams, and even then
Installing
cliffs and recesses of the mountains modern machinery and
maintaining
at the head of the Tipuanl valley Is it in operation Is a most difficult and
not known, but It has been known serious problem. The anoient operasince the days of Plzarro that all the tion of hand panning has been the
way down that river some gold can only method that has givt n satiefac-tor- y
be obtained out of almost every pan
results In the exploitation of the
of gravel that one washes.
gold of these streams up to the time
It Is thus seen that the eastern of the exploration referred to.
slope of the Brazilian-Bolivia- n
Andes
for a distance of many miles yields
See I. H. Oox, tlie piamiter, for gargold In all its river gravels, and this den IwiM. - All ffTlilM ftnrf nrWft. fmm
gold must originally have come from $5 to $8. Garden hoee repairing. 70
ihe heart of the range Itself. Twenty-on- e nen uentru. rnone iszu.
etreams, tributaries of the
o
river, have been found to
It la not what yen pav fo- - acvertts-ta-g
bring down gold, and fifteen of them
but what advertising
PAYS
are regularly frequented by Indian YOU, that makes It valuable. Ou
gold washers. In all this mountainous
rates are lowest for equal service.
gold-bearin-

j
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Ma-plr-

your Selection
OF A GOOD BANK
Is important not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
The right bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
This bank has a successful record of safe, conservative banking from the day of its organization.

SEVERE PUNISHMENT.
festive young gentleman of Socorro, possessed of no decent regard
for the proprieties, meandered into
the grain room of G. E. Cook's livery stable one day this week and
took, abstracted and swiped from the
pocket of a coat belonging and appertaining unto the proprietor of the
livery stable aforesaid the sum of $50
In lawful money of the United States,
feloniously
and then maliciously,
end diabolically proceeded to set fire
to the coat aforesaid of the proprietor aforesaid of the livery stable
To make the remainder
aforesaid.
of a long story short, G. E. Cook
met the thief on the street the next
day and knocked his head against
one of Leeson's plate glass windows
with such force that a $65 window
pane was shattered.
That was a
pretty expensive knock, especially as
money
was not recovered. Sothe
corro Chieftain.
A

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
S 200,000

M.

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS
General Foundry and Machine Shop

o

Mexico.

r

(INCORPORATED)

LEGAL NOTICE.
of Bernalillo,

RIDLEY, President
H. B. RAY, Secretary-TreasureWILLIAM BRYUE, MANAGER

Albvqxxetquc Fotmdry &
MacIiine Works

Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum
sets you crazy. Can't bear the touch
of your clothing.
Doan's Ointment
cures the most obstinate cases. Why
suffer? All druggists eU It.

In the District

qu-art- z

gold-beari-

Albuquerque,

K. M

Court of the County
Territory of New

Whitney Company, Plaintiff, v. Lee
& Green, Defendant.
'o. 7990.
To Whom It May Concern:
Is
Notice
hereby given that the deposition of W. H. Green w ill be taken
by John W. Wilson, notary
public,
pursuant to an order of the court
and commission, on the t'.th day of
June. 1909, at the residence of said
M. R. Green, 712 East Coal avenue,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, to perpetuate his testimony; said testimony to
be used in the above suit brought to
obtain Judgment for the amount due
said plaintiff for goods sold and delivered said defendants by said com-

First National
Bank
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

pany,

Window Screens
Door Scteens

Porch Screens
Porch Swings
-

AT -

The SUPERIOR LUMBER

& MILL CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

HERBERT F. RAYNOLDS.
Attorney for Plaintiff.,
Postofflce address, Albuquerque,

N.

United States
Depository

M.
o

lived 152 Years.
Parr England's oldest
the third time at 120, worked
the fields till 132 and lived 20

Wm.
In

man-ma- rried

years longer. People should be youthful at 80. James Wright, of Spurlock,
Ky., shows how to remain young. "I
1
year 44 boy," fca
Juat like
writes, '"after taking six bottles of
Electric Bitters. For thirty years kid-ne- y
trouble made life a burden, but
tbe first bottle of thla wonderful medicine convinced me-had found the
greatest cure on earth." They're a
Godsend to week, sickly
or
old people. Try them. tOc at all

f4

$250,000 ;
aaa

--

run-dow- n

Capital ana
Surplus

(

Advertise in The Citizen
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NEWACT
ON NORTH FOURTH STREET

Congress Will Remain In Ses- The Enlarged Homestead Law
Applies to Large Area
sion for WeeKs Yet.
In This
to
Ac-cordi- ng

Washington. D. C. May 11. Some
of the oldest nnd must experienced
member of the Senate are predict
ing an i xtremely long and tedious see- Ion of Congress as a result' of the
way in which the various schedules
ere being opened, up on the floor
In thin ihw are esDeclally supported
by the action of Mr. Dotllver and the
which nis
and approval
suDDort
jmepr.h An the cotton
and woolen
There has
schedules has received.
been almost universal approval of the
and
ftneiTli among the Democrats
ntnnncr it lurire section of the Repub
licans as well. This strong showing
and the evident aissausiacuon wim
sort is
nthr Krheilulcs of theforname
the predic
furnishing the basis
The aaie
tion now In circulation.
of adjournment Is placed variously
The
at from July I to August 1. recogwhole, question Is, however,
tilie.i aa deDcndlng upon the attitude
of the country and the direct support
revision
that Is given t tne tarin group.
fKt
as asainst the Aldrich
The Senate is not making the headway with the Aldrich measure that
new
wn rxnec.ted and before the
tariff law can be presented to the
president for his action there must
ensue a long conference bPtween the
representatives of the two houses of
Congress.
Among those who nave iouoweu
the trend of important legislation on
the tariff, there is a belief that the
real tariff revision bill remains to be
framed on conference. Whatever Influence President Taft feels he can
bring to bear i" securing a satisfactory measure will be exerted upon
Is
The president
the conferees.
averse to being drawn Into the fight
at any stage and there Is no thought
that he will be until the conferees
begin their consideration of the two
bills as passed by the House and
Senate.
In view of conflicting reports as to
the presidents attitude on the various special taxation propositions that
have been suggested in connection
with the new bill, the president has
calreiterated his position to recent revlers. He Is still hopeful that the
enue to be derived from the new bill
and with economies In the administration of the government will prove
If it
sufficient to prevent a deficit.
should be shown, however, that the
government Ananas are. in need of
further support to meet the current
expenditures the president will adhere
to his original proposition that a graduated federal inheritance tax la the
most Just that could be levied and
would prove the easiest to collect. If
such a tax should not prove sufficient
to meet the necessities of the government or If it should not appeal
of Congress, the
to the majority
president favors a a substitute or as
an additional means of collecting
revenue the Imposition of an excise
tax on the dividends of corporations.
An income tax, he believes, and
has believed, should be levied
only as a last resort. The president
has endeavored to make his proposition clear on these, points and Is
more amused than anything elso at
the attempt of the advocates of the
different measure to commit him absolutely to any one of the special
tax propositions.
H

SFKKS "W11ITK INDIANS."
Hamilton Hlce, who has devotlr.
ed more than a year to trying to find
the head waters of the Orinoco river,
ami whose return to civilization after
he had
liis friend had concluded
perished in the Jungles of noi'th-.vBrazil, was reported first by the Herald, arrived Tuesday on the Kaiseri:i
Auguste Victoria, of the Hamburg-America- n
line. He had passed seven
months in London compiling un account of hi expedition, which will be
published by the Royal cleogra phlcal
Society of London, of which lr. Hi-- e
Is a member.
Dr. Rice will remain only a month
He is getting ready
in this country.
to make another expedition into the
Orinoco region, and this time, as
the previous occasion, he Milt start
except by Indian
unaccompanied.
guides and porters.
want to explore the t'ano
(Irande, a stream which rwses just
north of the Van pes. anil probably
the Ynirida. a big tributary of the
Cuaviare. which Is one of the feeders
of the Orinoco." he said. "I hope
the Andoques, or
to Investigate
'white Indians,' who. tradition says,
occupy that region, and to find the
big lake supposed to be there, alo
to work out the mountains which
from northeast to southwest. I
shall start from Itngata and follow
for much of the way the track 1 covered at the last time," New York
Herald.
n

1

o

Won't Slight a tiootl Friend.
"If ever I need a cough medicine
again I know what to get," declares
Mrs. A. L. Alley of Beats. Me,, "for,
after using ten bottles of Dr. King's
Xew Discovery, and seeing Its excellent results in my own family and others. I am convinced it is the best
medicine made for coughs, colds and
lung trouble." Every one who tries it
feels Just that way. Relief is felt at
once and iu quick cure surprise you.
For Bronchitis, asthma, hemorrhage,
croup, la grippe, sore throat, pain In
chest or lungs its supreme. BOc and
11.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed by
all dealers.

The United States land otllce
at
Santa Fe has Issued a statement concerning the lands that can be entered under the enlarged homestead
act of February, 190, and regulations concerning the entry of such
lands. The lands that may be entered at present are the following:
Township 32 north, range 24 east,
N. M. P. M.
Township 31 north, range 24 east.
Township 30 north, range 24 east.
Township 29 north, range 24 east.
TownBhlp 28 north, range 24 east.
Township 27 r.orth, range 21 east.
Township 26 north, range 24 and
24 east.
Township 25 north, range 23 unl
24 east.
Township 24 north, range 24 euM.
Township 13 north, range S. V& of
23 east.
Township 12 north, range 8, 9, 23
and W. H of 24 east.
Township 11 north, range"8, 8, 10'
and 11 east.
Township 10 north, range 9. 10, 11,1
12. 13. 14, W. M of 16, 24 east.
Township 9 north, range 9. 10, 11.1
12. 23 and 24, east.
Township 8 north, range 10. 11. 12.'
K. S of 22, all of 23. 24. east.
Township 7 north, range 10. 11,
12. 13. 14. S. H of 15, S. Vt of 16,
S. V4 "f 17, S.
and northeast quar-- 1
ter of 18, all of 19. 20. 21. N. V,
of 23 and all of 24.
Township 6 north, range 10, 11.
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Formerly known as Zeiger ranch, 11-- 2 miles north of city. Irrigation Canal, just completed, passes along the rear
avenue in front of each tract. The $100 an acre Tract of today will be the $1,000 an acre Tract of tomorrow.
boundary, a
The best investment on earth is land close to a city, with plenty of water for irrigation. First come, first served. From
down, balance within two years. THE COMING COMMUNITY OF COUNTRY HOMES. Call at
$60 per acre up,
office or send tor folder explaining full particular's. Salesmen and conveniences to show property.

i

12. 13. IB, 16, 17. 18. 19. 20, 21. S.
22, N. V4 of 24 east.
Township 5 north, range 10, 11. 12,
13. 15, 16. 17, 18. 19, X. U of 20, X.
',i of 21, X.
of 22 east.
Township 4 north, range 10, 11. 12.
13, lu, 16, .17, 18, 19. S. V, of 22. S.
'is of 23 east.
Township 3 north, range 7. 8. 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14. 15, 16. 17, 18, 19, 20,
21. 22, 23 and 24 east.
Township 2 north, range 7. 8, 9.
10, 11. 12, 13. 14. 15, 16. 17, 18. 19.
20. 21. 22. 23 and 24 east.

of

60-fo- ot

1- -5

P.

I

both entries In all cases where the
are such SEEKING
residence and cultivation
as to meet the "requirements of the
HCt.

Commutation of either original or
entry, made under this act.
Township 1 north, range 7 and 8 rulditional
expressly
is
forbidden.
east.
HlglU of Kntry.
Additional Kntrles.
"..
Homestead entries under the
Section 3 of the act provides that j,roviHion8 cf section 2289 of the
entryman
of lands of vll)ed statutes, for 160 acres or less,
homestead
the character described in the first ',,... be made by qualified person
upon
section of the act,
which final within the states and territories namproof has not been made, may enter ed upon lands subject to such entry,
tuch other lands, subject to the pro- whether such lands have been desvisions of this act, contiguous to the ignated under the provisions of this
former entry, which shall not, to- act or not. But those who make engether with the lands embraced In try under the provisions of this act
the original entry, exceed 320 acres, cannot afterwards make homestead
and that residence upon and cultiva- entry under the provisions of the getion of the original entry shall be
homestead law, nor can an enaccepted as equivalent to residence nial
tryman who enters under the general
upon ami cultivation of the addi- homestead law lands designated
as
tional entry.
falling within the previsions of this
Final proofs must be made as In
afterwards enter any lands unordinary homestead cases, and in ad- act
der tills act.
dition to the showing required of or
A person who has.
since August
dinary homestead entrymen It must SO, 1X90, entered and acquired title
h
be shown that at least
of to 320 acres of land under the agrithe area embraced in each entry has cultural land laws (which is conbeen continuously cultivated to agri- strued to mean
timber and stone,
cultural crops other than native desert land and the
homestead laws Is
graaties. beginning with the second not entitled to make entry under this
year of the entry, and that at least act;
Is a person who haB acone fourth of the area embraced has quiredneither
title to 160 acres under the
been continuously cultivated to ngrl general homestead law entitled
to
cultural crops other
native mak(. unothr homestead entry under
than
year
Kiawi'n,
wuri trie Illiril
act, unless he comes within the
of the entry and continuing to date this
provisions of section 3 of the act proof final proof.
viding
additional entries of con
Final proof submitted on an addi- tiguous for
lands, or unless entitled to
tional entry must show thiit the area the benefits of section 2 of the act
of such entry required by the act to of June 5. 1900 (31 stat. 267), or secbe cultivated has been cultivated In
tion 2 of the ait of May 22, 1902. (32
accordance with such requirements, Hat.
203.)
or that such part of the original entry
If. however, a person is a qualias will, with the area cultivated
In
entryman
nnder the homestead
the additional entry, aggregate the fied
I'nited States, he may be
required proportion of the combined luws of the
to enter 32o acr.w under this
entries, has been cultivated in the allowed
a less a,mount ns when
or
act.
such
by
set.
required
manner
the
lidde.l to the lands urevlously entered
Proof must be made en the orig- - ur h,,j by ,,m und.r the agricultural
inal entry within the statutory period am, liiWK Hn.(11 )(,t ex0e,.,l in the
of seven years from the date of the i,KKre)ate 480 acres,
entry, and it it cannot he showed at
Kinl of lnnd
has
that time that the cultivation
The land ofllce has also issued Inbeen such as to satisfy the requireformation concerning entries, as folments of the ad as to both entries It lows:
will he necessary to submit suppleThe first section of the act provides
mental proof on the additional entry
the making of homestead entry
at the proper time. Hut proof should ,.,r an ai.e of 3;;u acri, or less, of
be made at the same time to cover ,;oiimineral. nontimbered,
nonirriga
Me public land in the states of Colu- Nevada. Oregon,
Montana.
rndo.
I'tali. Washington. Wyoming and in
toe territories of Arizona and New
re-an- y

one-eight-

To Enjoy

Mexic o.

The term "nonirriguble land," an
to
tbe full confidence of the
used in this act. is construed
lucks
of the World and the Coramendu;n of mean land which,to as a rule,agriculproduce
suflicl" nt lairifall
the moet eminent physicians it was essen tural crops without the necessity of
to unusual methods of cul- tial that the component parti of Syrup'"''!".",'
ii. such as tlie s stem common
of rigs and Elixir of .Senna bhould be Iv known as "dry farming' and for
known to and approved by them; there-- 1 w hich there is .... known source ot
wafer supply from which such land
fore, the California Fig Syrup Co. pub- - may be nuccessf ully Irrigated at a
lishe a full statement with every package. " asonable cost.
mer-Therefore, lands containing
he perfect purity and uniformity of pro--j
n(atlle timber. mineral lands, and
duct, which they demand in a laxative lands within a reclamation project, or
,1
lands whirl, may be Irrigated at a
remedy of an ethical character, are assured; ,,.as,,llaM,. ,.st
from any known
by the Company's original nu'thod of man- - source of water supply, may not be
entered under this act. Minor por- ufacture known to the Company only.
ulMlvWon
f u
The fig of California are used in the hie of irrigation from natural sources
f"r
". " spring, will not
production of Syrup of Figs and Elixir of
elude fui h subdivision from entry
Senna to promote the pleasant taste, but un(, r thin a. t. provided, however,
embrace in
the medicinal principles are obtained from that no one entry
,"" 8' ' Kt" """"e than 40 acres cf
plants known to act moM Ume ficially.
'Uch irrigable lands.
To get its beneficial effects always buy
Very low prices on garden hose to
the genuine manufactured by the Call-- J
out tock' Co"'e
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only, and for tale
are sold out. I. H. Cox,
by all leading druggist.
tra
Well-inform-

K. &. SELLERS
DATA
ON

Tlio

FOREST

FIRES

Service Wants to Know All
About Them, With the Idea of
lreveiitlng Waste in the

That the country may have the
most complete compilation of data
on forest fires, the forest service has
of the memInvited the
bers of the state conservation and
forest oommliulons with forest officers, and In a letter to the district for- ester in this city concerning this
year's work in the Southwest, Forester Pinchot says:
"Last fall the forest ervlce attempted
to collect from the Washington office data upon forest fires
throughout the United States. We
got excellent reports from a few
states, but no information whatever
from many of them. This was due,
in some cases, to the failure of the
proper officers to make careful reports and In other cases to the utter
lack of any state organization to handle forest fires, and the complete absence of any record of them.
"The fire problem is such a funda
mental one that the service dealres
to get as complete a statement us
possible this coming season, and we
feel that time and money are Well
spent for this purpose. The bet ra- eults will doubtless be secured by localizing this work as far as possible,
and making a large number of offic
ers and organizations each responsi
ble for reports upon a small terri
tory.
"There are now conservative com
states and
missions in thirty-eigh- t
territories.
These commissions are
anxious to promote forest tunmrva
tlon n any way they can, and In tin
states uhiih do not contain national forests we will take up the matt r
of a fire record with them.
In nn
tional forest states better results will,
I think, be secured if the district for
esters gather data from every possl
witii
ble source, and also
the state conservation commissions.
"I shall, therefore, ask your dis
trlct to take the reepunsibillty for tllp
compilation of as complete a record
as possible of all forest fires, both m
and off the national forest in New
Mexico and Arizona during the coming season. This record should Incomparable with the one made solely for the national forests, and I suggest that It follow the same lines. It
should. If possible, be compiled jy
counties. Some assistance can undoubtedly
be secured from county
clerks, countv surveyors. or other

county officers. Wherever there are
local fire wardens, reports should be
BIG LEAGUE GAMES
secured from them.
"It will be well for you to work out
a definite plan of action with the
PLATING
conservation commission early in the W1IEKK THEY ARE
THIS AFTERNOON.
season. In the case of New Mexico,
and to let this commission do as
much work aa it can. The ImportAmerican League.
ance of getting the machinery started
Washington at Chicago.
for securing the desired Information
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
before the fire season smarts, will, I
New York at Detroit.
know, be realised by you. The New
Boston at Cleveland.
Mexico communion Is as .follows:
Hon. Solomon Luna, Los I.unas; Hon.
National League,
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas; Hon. H. W.
Chicago at New York.
Kelly, Ixa Vegas. You undoubtedly
Pittsburg; at Philadelphia.
know some of these gentlemen, and
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
no
In
difficulty
be
there should
ar Cincinnati at Boston.
p
ranging for mutually helpful
No commission has as yet
eratlon.
Western League.
been appointed in Arizona."
No games scheduled; teams

ll.
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j

'
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'
At Topeka
R. H. E.
1
8
8
Omaha
Topeka ..
0 6 1
Batteries:
Johns and Oonding:
Belt i,
Thomason, Shapnlcka
and
Kerns, McManus.
At Denver
R. H. E.
S 10
S
Lincoln
1 5 3
Denver
Batteries: Hockenberry and Sullivan; Corbett and Zinran.

At Wichita

Des Moines

Smaaties all Records.
laxative tonic and
health-buildno other pills can compare with Dr. King's New Life Fills.
They tone and regulate stomach, liver and kidneys, purify the blood,
strengthen the nerves; cure constipation, dyspepsia, biliousness, jaundice,
Try
headache, chills tnd malaria.
them. 25c at all dealers.
As

an

Batteries:

1WX1I

o
UK WAS "STVXti."

local hotel proprietor found
himself In sore straits one day this
week. In fact, so anxious was he
over his predicament that he mads
appeal to the city authorities for help
suggestions, sympathy. Just anything
to relieve himself of the mental strain
under wnlch he labored. It came
under which he labored. It came about
that a certain lady was put off the
hotel proprietor being ut the depot
mistook the person for a first class
passenger and claimed her as his own
for having first seen her.
Arriving at the hotel he provided
her with the best that was left and
thought he was entertaining a lady
of consequence. Hut, alas, how de
ceiving are appearances and what a
mockery is dress. The guest was a
disappointment for Instead of proving' a royal stock she was found to
by
be a "dead beat" and "doper"
choice and Inclination. In vain were
the man's attempts to dislodge his
deceiving guest and at last was the
city appealed to for help. The woman then feigned sickness, but having
no cash, the medical fraternity only
smiled and so was the woman forced
to apply Christian Scleneo and regain her health.
reK"or two days labored she in
ducing the good man's soul to frazzles, but finally he summed up all
his energies and placed the woman
boldly on the train after first giving
the conductor the price of a fare fo
Pul hart. Thus ended her career oi
Tucumcarl.
A

M.

American League.
Won. Lost. Pet.
Detroit
York
Boston
Philadelphia.
Chicago
Cleveland
Washington
St.

..

14
11
10

5
7
8
8

10

10
10
12
13

:

9
5
6

Louis

National

1gue.
13

Hoston

10
12

Chicago
Brooklyn
Cincinnati

..10
7
9

Pet

.5'58

10
10 ,
13
10

8

New York
St. I,ouis

14

.545
.444
.43--

.413
.391

Western League.
Won. Lost. Pet.

Wichita
Denver
Topeka
Pueblo
Des

7
8

9
9

.

.750
Addess F. J. CHENEY ft CO.. To-.750 , ledo, Ohio.
.800
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
.545
Take Hall's Pills for constltpatlon.
.417
e
.364
Heir Druses anal CfedrovosUss.
.273
Mr. Bambini, at ker parlors es
.200 eoslt the JUvarado and next door to
targes' eaf. Is prepared to give

3

6
5
4

Moine.i

Omaha
Sioux City
Lincoln

S

3

MONDAY

GAMES.

taereugh. acaJp treatment, do kair
dressing, treat eorna, banioaa and
American League.
Ingrown nail. She give
maaaag
At Chicago
It. H. E. treatment and manleorlng.
Mrs.
Chk-ag3
Bambini's own oresaraUos. nt mom'
1 plexloa
0 4
Washington
eresvia builds up tae akin and
Batteries:
White and Sullivan; Improves tne complexion, and I
Johnson and Street.
guaranteed not to be injurious. Bne
' II. H. K. also prepares heir tnle and ceres
At St. Louis
JkC prevents daAdrnS and hair fall3
St. IjOUlH
ing out, restore) lite to dead hair, rePhiladelphia
moves moles,
end saperflnooe
Batteries: Waddell and Stephens; hair. For anywarts
blemish ot the fac.
Plank and Thomas.
call and mmiII Mrs Baashlal.
game at Deit
The New
RENT By day or boor, Mas-we- ll
troit was postponed on account of To touring
oar. Phone, ofllce,
rain.
residence, CI.
National league.
At Boston
it. H. B.
.hloM44
60 YEARS'
2
New York
EXPERIENCE
Boston
Raymond and
Batteries:
White and Bowerman.

16

.17
.690

York-Detro-

Jr

l

At Brooklyn
it.
Philadelphia
2
Brooklyn
Batteries: Coveleskie, Sparks
Dooin; Hell and Bergen.

WHEAT FLAKE

Pill

The

Pittsburg-Chicag-

2

9

!

and

of cold wewther.

Western league.

131

At Pueblo
Sioux City

Pueblo

Jiatteries: Starr. Melt,
Calgano and Mlt.e

U. H. E.
.

. .

. .

.

3
4

6
3

1

3

and Towne,

i svjuvjji
1 HI mui tmmMum

5 i t r
1

h. k

game at
on account

o

Pittsburg was postponed

You will "like it. It is of great nutritive value.
Pleasing to the taste and most wholesome.

1

'4r;

Ker-ne-

The reader of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at (eaat
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure W all it stages, and
that is catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, require
a constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease
and giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assisting nature doing Its work. The
proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers that they offer One
Hundred Dollars for any case that It
falls to cure, Kend for list cf

.850
.588

7

.. .....10

It

$100 REWARD. $100.

.737
.611
.55
.629
.500
.471
.294
.278

Won. Lost.

Pittsburg
Philadelphia

8

7....... I
Kerwin. Lang and

American Association.
:
At Minneapolis Minneapolis,
Columbus. 2.
At St. Paul St. Paul, fi; Toledo." i.
At Kansas City Kansas City, I;
Indianapolis, 1. (11 innings.)
At Milwaukee Milwaukee, 8; Louisville, 5.

er

New

R. H. E.

.

Hwalm, Clark and Weaver.

HOW THEY STAND.
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promises to be something doing at
Vf'S ITESi Tt Alt Y 1)1 DH.
performance.
n. large crown wiincsscn ine
., r. lonn
siue
vo.
dhow attractions which are located on , SeaC(1 propofalu, :wlll be receive
the thlr.l door of the building, Inst by the Hoard of
nltenUnry Com- IS IN FULL SWING
evening, and the many wonderful niisslnners at the office of the super
and ridiculous features brought forth intendent, until in o'clock, a. m., June
many a laugh from the spectators. 1(tj 1909. for furnishing and dellvor- Th entile
floor I (lllcd with ng at tne Xcw Mexico Penitentiary,
FOR THE WEEK
booths In which are Installed the do- - tns supplies herclnafti r mentioned,
nations, the gifts of locnl and out or , niuch thereof as the Bonrd may
of town merchants.
An auction will ,i.Cm sufficient.
Payment for said
be commenced this evening as the supplies to be made In cash. Ijclivery
Man v kinds of Entertainment iummltteo on donations is overstock- - ,,f all supplies except perishable ar-- d
with presents of all sorts. The tides mtit bo directed by the super- at the Club Building
following additional donations have Intendent.
been received and added to the al- Samples will be required of all ar- for
11 arty
long list:
marked with an asterisk num- tides
Km- - her, and all samples must he Libelled,
Welvnrt Millinery and Art
1. n ium. one hands mie hand painted showing name of bidder, and name
jardiniere; ll.irsa Bottling works, and full description of article. Sam- performance ene tank of C'oyot water e.ih day pics must be delivered at the office of
With a vaudeville
works, the superintendent not later than 9
of Ibsta; Alvnrailo llottllng
which lasted more than an hour am) all soft drinks used during fiesta; o'clock a. m. on raid day. All bids
which proved succi ssful both from Diamond anj Crystal Ice companies, to bo made strictly In accordance
an entertainment as well as .1 fitiaii-li- r.O pounds of ice daily; F. B. with the conditions on blank proposstandpoint, the big Klk' fiesta Schwentker, one year's premium on als, which will be furnished by the
No
on application.
$1,"00 policy; Pacific Mutual com- superintendent
opened its doors to the puhlle 4 the apany;
the Hub Haberdashery, one bids otherwise made, will be enterevening.
K!ks' building lust
dozen linen hose, a do,( n scarf col- - tained. A bond will be required from
Promptly at 6 o'clock the doors of bus; Dr. W. N. Macbeth. Austin Can- - all successful bidders, for the faithful
within ten
the large banquet hall were open and rty Co., Denver, 6n pounds of fine fulfillment of contracts,
the tables were soon will filled with candy. 12 boxes of candy; Artel and ('ays10 ofperaward, and a certified check
cent of the amount of bid
Klks, their families unrt friends who Hach Co., Milwaukee, one fine suit- of
be required'"' to be furnished with
pnrtook of a supper such as has case; M. Mandell, Washington Cloth- will
never before been served to the pub-li- i; Ing Co.. $25; Welller & Benjamin, bid.
o
for such a small prict . Tim menu one ladies' hat: Isaac Fallers
;rniTies, Meats Klc.
Strong
was served In the best possible man- Cincinnati, Ohio, 1 1 0 cash;
lb- -.
Fresh Beef, prime qual
ner by a small army of the young Ho ik company, one line of bark nnv-- 1
ity necks and shank
ladles of '.this city. Hundreds of Hits; New Mexico Cleaning parlors,
excluded. Beef to b' fur
of pressing: T. A. Insley. on"
siri) colored, electric lights were fes- $5 worthboxing
nlshed at such times and
Rlnvei:; Horlick's Malttooned from the four corners of the :ct of
quantities as the Board
room and music was furnished by ed 'Milk Co., one case of malted
may direct.
milk; H. H. Weiller & Co., Fcrgusson
the Cavanaugh orchestra
J. .".oil
Bologna Sausage.
company.
St.
Dry
C.oods
McKlnney
&
of
success
last
the
for
credit
Much
2.10(0
Pork Sausage, In bulk.
evening's supper is duo to Mrs. J. T. l.ouls, one dozen fine shirts; Kllsavorth
;mu
Breakfast Bacon.
Mclaughlin, chairman of the Mon- - & Thayer. Milwaukee, six pairs auto
Dry Salt Bacon.
3.000
day night supper committee, who saw gloves; Jaffa, Grocery Co., Sprague- 3.000
Lard Compound, iiOs.
that everybody was served well. 1 his Warner Co.. one case of rerndell eat
600
Meomurgarlne.
Pros..
supliurger
K.
txer.
Swel
W.
beginning
usual
at the
evening,
American
Cream Cheese.
set,
carving
meat
Denver,
one
cold
two
hours.
6
lasting
per hour of
and
2,000
Navy Beans.
one
box
of
cream
cue
and
ladle
supper,
01
in cnoin
a southern
300
K C Baking Powder in
TV
Coiumnus noiei.
H. Cams, chairman, will be Key Cream soap.
Mr
51b. earn.
,
Mining
.;
vvrignis
menu
tne meal ticnet.
served. The following excellent
Imperial
High Grade
parade:
in
use
school,
two
horses
of
will be served for the small price of
equal
grade.
or
Flour
Spice
Co.,
.
..
Cincinnati.
Tea
and
(Frank
35 cents:
,
(Diamond "M" Flour or
Callpepper;
of
cans
Ohio,
six
dozen
Stewed chicken, rice, cold ham,
equal grade.
apple sauce, candled sweet potatoes, fornla Fruit Canners association, san
100
Pepper, in bulk.
Black
aspara-Promptor
lancy
Francisco, one case
hot rolls, lemon pie, tea and coffee.
1.500
Itice.
at 8 o'clock last night gus; L,. Kempenlch, one Infants' coat
2.000
Table Salt, In 251b. sacks
Wertheimer-an- d
the curtain in the theatre was raised with cap to match;
6,000
Granulated Sugar state
a Vaudeville performance of ex- - Swarts Shoe Co.. St. Louis, one pair
whether cane or beet.
cellent quality was witnessed jy a of mens shoea and one pair of
100
Pulverized Sugar.
slied audience. The opening die.' shoes.
1,500
Mucaroni, In bulk.
number was, a vocal solo by MissIJeV
500
Kaislns good grade.
STAXl)Alt,l t I TS PRICK.
phlno Hughes, who was forced to re150
Bed Chill ground.
Lima, Ohio, May 11. Standard Oil
spond several times with encores.
24
Cases Sunburst Corn
another cut of five cents
Sketches by Landoltl and Frledberg, announced
sugar corn.
the barrel on the price of crude
til)
the two Jolly Dutchmen, Garret Bros., on
Colton Tomatoes.
oil in all grades. The great amount
sowhistling
a
Oumblner,
Scottl and
300
Gals. Syrup In 2 gallon
In storage Is said to be responsible
Dave
Miller,
lo by Mr.
Leonard
Jackets name kind.
Combs, the base ball enthusiast, and for the. cut.
30
Butts, Star Chewing toPeter Jnekson. sonar nnd dance art- bacco.
1HMNKI.F AHIUOSSTKl)
n.os. enlovnble en- 1st enmnleted
800
DukK Mixture Smoking
Tne four men who wl're arrested
tobacco", in 2os. sacks,
tertalnment
"pre
complaint
on
a
made
,at
een
betw
12
The trombone contest
doz. House brooms,
charged
Koy
he
wherein
Muller.
Ellis and Mr. Joe tn-Prof. Frederick
doz. Scrubbing orushes.
pockets,
wlth'
his
Peking
have
1,500
Scottl waa also well received and after
Dried Prunes,
ol u,c
,"""
1,500
each had played their selections, the "ul
Dried Apples.
a
was
men
Jones,
arrested,
John
award was given to Mr. Scottl. How proprietor
1.500
Dried Peaches.
In
the
saloon
which
of
the
ever, the playing of Mr. Ellis was
1,000
Oat Flake, In bulk.
robolng Is said to have occurred but
. v
. v...
w
2,000
Hominy, in bulk.
inwuBiii njr, man y iv uv.
munik , ui nn
v ii
r
i
n
vi
'
nao
pirq
"
u
iiib
"
mi'
.till
500
Corn Meal, In 251b sacks.
illltl Ull lilin OWv UUIIli Hl vi'lll'
nil
u
"
2,500
be continued again this evening and
Roasted Coffee.
260
a new force of Judges will be enCrackers, In bulk.
In
only
were
men
five
Jonea
says'
gaged, some that really understand ihe saloon
250
Crackers, In lib packages
the night of the robbery.
6,000
Mexican Beans.
music.
says
He
la
not
doubt
what
there
but
1
l'j,
Cases Hops, In
Another pleasing feature of the pro- Muller wae robbed and that one of
gram which will be repeated this
packages.
evidently did the robthe
four
other
IS
evening is the act of the Garret Bros. bing.
Yeast Foam, In M lb.
When Muller discovered
packages.
The senior member Is one of the i u tvi iinnu u' n a vitn.. Inn.. eaa that
the
4
Salmon.
'k w VU1 oiiiv,c o
200
Dried Currants.
seen In this city He plays various Ill
were arrestetl ,nd
en Jonog nad hl9
40
Green Tea.
- name added to the list of the ar- "
.Z
Fet'd and Hay.
dimcult positions and must be heard ri,sted 8(J that th,,re could bo no loop
10 tons Alfalfa.
nnd seen to be appreciated.
h()Ie wn(,
caBe goea t0 tr,a,
60 " Hay.
The Junior member of the team) Jones will be as vigorous as Muller
has a aweet tenor voice and his ren- - , hav,n(f lnc matter cleared up and 40,000 lbs. Oats.
4,000 " Bran.
ditlon of several popular ballads last ag Hoon , hp proveB nla own Snno.
" Corn.
evening was greeted with much
,
progecu. 50,000
ne w
the
10 tons Straw.
plause and he waa forced to respond tlon of th gullty party.Tucumcari
DC . L I
illlllTD, ... ,. U C. I ' t t ,0 (1 ir I (1111
WA
Ooal.
excellent saxophone player,
7,000 tons Mine run, free from slate
The following program has been
Lived 1S3 Years.
or other foreign sub
arranged for this evening and the
Wm. Parr England's oldest man-mar- ried
stance contract to run
public Is urged to be on hand early
the third time at 120, worked
from June 1st, 1909, to
as the curtain rises promptly at S in
May 31st, 1910.
the flelda till 132 and lived 20
o'clock.
"
years longer. People should be youth7,000
Lump coal, free fro
Solo (by
Volcal
request)
Miss ful at 80.
slate or other foreign
James Wright, of Spurlock.
Delphine Hughes.
Ky., shows h jw to remain young. "1
substance
contract to
Song and Dance E. Jackson.
run from June lnt, 1909
boy,
)ut lk
Champion Uase Ball Catcher Da- writes,
May Slst. 1910.
"after taking six bottles of
vid Combs.
Electric Bitters. For thirty years kidSlide
Trombone
Contest Prof. ney trouble
made life a burden, but
clothing, i:u
Frederick Ellis and Joe Scottl.
12 bolts Toweling.
the first bottle of tals wonderful medSchmerekase
and Welnerwurst
" Heavy Drilling.
6
icine convinced me I had found the
(Two Dutch Splnorts) Messrs.
" Cotton Flannel.
greatest cure on earth." They're a
15
and Frledberg.
n
Godsend to week, sickly
or
100 yds Cadet
(Cniform
Blue
A Surprise
Mrs. Zimmerman.
old people. Try them. 50c at all
Cloth) Sample from su
Whllstllng Willie, the Rocky Mounperintendent on applica
tain Canary Joseph Miller.
tlon.
There will be a change of program
To RENT By da or boor. Max
300 " Cadet
Gray
(Uniform
tomorrow evening, Thursday. Friday well touring car. Phone, office, 1(120;
Cloth) Sample from suand Saturday evenings, and there residence, SS.
perintendent on application.
15 bolts Shirting
Hamilton
Stripes.
GAIN
" Bedticking. extra heavy.
25
12 " standard drill.
" HiVir Cloth.
1
" Stripes, (Cniform Cloth)
2
.1
Sample
from superintendent on application.
6 gross White cotton thread No. 30
" flilack cotton thread No. 30
6
" White cotton thread No. 24
3
" Black cotton thread No. 24
3
" White cotton thread No. 12
3
" Black cotton thread No. 12
3
100 doz Turkey Bed Handkerchiefs.
" Taller's Thimbles, assorted

n

Crystal Theatre

HnpHMnanHWWBMMRniiMnnNiM

There will be three prizes to be drawn for
next week. Vouchers will be issued for

$5, $3 and 2
MR. W. B. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone

Music by Crystal Orchestra

40,-00-

Matinee Every Day at 2:45; All Seats

10c

Evenings 7:15, 8:15, 9:15

ColomboTfaeatye

j

'

Carriage
Buying
Days
We don't urge you to buy an expenMve vehicle.
We have
many good styles within the range of modest incomes
Huggies. Runabouts. Stanhopes. Surreys. Spring Wagons,
etc. Just received a big carload and will make special low prices for a few days as we need the room and can use the money

The Albuquerque Carriage Co.

11

Sons

lKt.

11.

These are

al

whereby you may obtain merchandise in
any store represented on program or curtain

MV

TVKS1AY,

8IG FIESTA li

ELKS

THE

AMUSEMENTS

CITIZEN.

Corner First Street and Tijeras Ave.

I

RimMTr

t

11

nn i

thiiot

nn a

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

'

Jt-r-

SPECIAL

...

Extraordinary Engagement
ONE WEEK COMMENCING
Monday Might May 10

Gems from Opera, Comedy and Vaudeville. A Guaranteed
Attraction. Two performances nightly.

FOR

10-2- 5C

First Show Starts 7:30 Promptly

,

Highland

addition to oar regular
.we serve Short Order,
U
Noodle,. Chop Buey in
styles an.! other Mandarin
Dtabes. GIy us a trial.

Friday, May 14

la

me

GAM

RESTAURANT
ill

Church

c.,

West

B. H.

Briggs

Humorous Lec- ; , ;ture by

EARL WARD PARCE

,

!

Human Hearts

& Co.

Human Lives

PHARMACY

fi

For the benefit of the New
Mexico Society of Social
Service.

Corner Gold Ays. and 1st St.

Occidental Building

Lecture Begins at

Bring Us Your Prescription

8

O'clock

Lon-dol-

fl

run-dow-

ADMISSION

-

50c

Children 25c

I
1

Bound to Please

A FOSITIVK STATEMENT
AltOUT SUPEIUiATIYE II READ
ahould Interest every man, woman
and child in town. Bread should be
the most nutritious, wholesome and
palatable of all foods made from
clean,
wheat. Our kind le pure,
criap and nourishing it can ttand
every test, while others are woefully
wanting in some essential element of
good bread making. Try our bread for
yourself; you be the Judge.
PIONEER BAKERY.
37 South First St.

"YES!"

SUU In Hie lUng and we clean
them the way you want on .he

floor with compressed air, or take
them up, beat and steam if you

iVv

:'M fa: .mi
.v

Expert Cleaning Co.

Jhone

460.

NEVER A

WITHOUT PAIN

Slzcg,

12
24

:.,

1

gross Front pant buttons.
"
Suspender buttons.
box Draftsman's Lead, Black.

kegs No.
"

No.
No.
No.
No.
lbs No.
" No.
No.
No.
No,

nTTTTTTlirTUtL.

Books bound

"

at our bindery

"
"

are bound to please you and
bound to last. We bind any
style of book from a small
pamphlet up to thelarge Loose
Leaf Ledger. Our prices are
reasonable and cur stock of
Binding Leathers fine - and
durable.
.

have anything in the line of cleaning let me figure for you.
riant 737 So. Walter.

THE THORNTON

LBDQDERQDE.

M
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodano
and Solicits New Accounts

10
2
2

HOOK BINDER
', ' '
nCTilSEIt STAMP MAKER
Sis W. Gold Ave. Phone 34
;

4

"

-

J(K

III.

'
The rapid Increase n our business
The Artist Hurts? 'Course it hurts ter git tattooed. But if
das to good vrutk and fair treat
sent of our patrorv Bobbs Lamadri. tcr be er deep sea sailor, yer might as well begin right, kid.
n

Is

'

7

6
2
3
4

Mule Shoes.

Nails (New Standard.)
Nails (New Standard.)
Toe Calks.
Toe Calks.
Toe Calks.

nuts

threaded.

kegs Wire 'Nails lOd.
" Wire Nails 8d.
" Wire .Nails 2ud.
The Board of New Mexico Penitentiary Commissioner! reserve the right
to reject any and all bids.
In submitting bills for the above
supplies, bidders should write plainly
on envelope the following: "Bids for
supplies for the New Mexico PeniI
tentiary" with the name of jldder
er goln' to avoid opening of bids by mistake.
Samples may be sent separately,
2

5. LITHCOW

3
5
6
3

Hardware.
Horse Shots.
Horse Shoes.
Horse Shoes.
Horse Shoes.

N- -

.

CAPITAL. S150.000
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
SOLOMON LUNA, President
W. S.

STRICKLER, Vice President and Cashfr

W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh,
J. C Baldridgt
A. M. Blackwe L
O. E. Cromwell

GROSS

KELLY & COMPANY
IMGORRORA TED

WHOLESALE
GROCERS

,,,

1

-- AND

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
:

OOMMBRC H
BANKo
OF

ap-,,.n-

DRUCCISTb
ALVARADO

THE

1

ocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
!

1

Vi

JOSE

Opea day and night,
Central.

M. E.

1

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

s.

NEW ORDER OF THINGS

DEPOSITS

SAYINGS

ON

S' e e Si

lr

and Their Company of
VAUDEVILLE ENTERTAINERS

A SI.OO ATTRACTION

ALLOWED

ly

TOREADORS

THE OPERATIC

NTEREST

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
plainly marked and numbered, to the
superintendent.
All supplies will be furnished
In
such quantities and at such times as
the euperlntendent may direct.
By order of the Board of Penitentiary Commissioners.
(Signed- JOILN W. GREEN.
Superintendent.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

bulk of sales, $1.1567.30.
Sheep. 11,000. Steady. Native $4;
6.60; western $4,25 4)6.60;
yearlings
$6
7.60; Iambs $6.25 9.10; western
6.65;

$6.75

9.50.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City. May 11. Outt!e 10."
000. Including 400 southerns. Steady,
to shade lower. Native steers $5.25 (
6.90;
steers $4.606.S5;
southern
southern cows $3.25 1& 5; native cows
and heifers $3tt6.30; stockers and
feeders $405.85; bulls $47; western steers $56.60; western
cow
--

,

St. Louis Metals.
11,
May
Lead
spelter $4.92',j.
St. Loula,

4.20;

$4.

505.75.

i

Hogs. 19.000. Weak. Bulk of sales
$6.807.20; heavy $7.15f 7.25; pack-er- s
and butchers $6.90 v 7.20; light
Ni'w York Mi'Mls.
$6.50 47.03; pigs $5.75 (( 6.50.
New York, May 11. Lead $4.25 ff
Sheep, 8,000. Steady. Mutton $5.Za"
; silver 53 H.
4.30; copper 1SH
Si 6.75;
lambs $7H 9.25; wethers and
yearlings $5ii7.75; ewes $3.73(6.21.
Money.
New York, May 11. Prime paper
South Omaha Livestock.
S'fcffM per cent; Mexican dollars 44;
South Omaha, May 11. Cattle
call money 1 bp 2 per cent.
Steady to strong. Native ttteers
$5(ii'6.75; cows and heifers $3.25(;
Wool Market.
St. Louis, May 11. Wool strong. western steers $3.50 fn6; Texas $2steers
76Q),
$3t5.50; cows and heifers
Territory western medium 23 3 28c; 5.35;
stockers and feeders $3(i 5.60;
tine mediums. 23ifi 2Sc; fine, 15 20c.
calves $3.2fc tr 6.75; bulls and tags $S

(5.25.
Grain mid provisions.
Hogs, 8,500. Steady to strong.
Chicago, May 11 Close:
Wheat May $1.27 i; July $1.1414. Heavy $7.10 4 7.25: mixed $6.95;
7.05; light $6.80'u 7.10; pigs $506.50;
Corn
May 72 i; July 68 ' fir 69.
bulk of sales $6.90 fi 7.10.
Oats May 58 H; July
2.80Q.
Sheep
Strong. Yearlings
Pork May $18.05; July $18.17H-Lar.j.r,0 'u 6.50;
$5,7516.90;
wethers
May $10.45;
July $1050
eweu $5.25(16.25; lambs $8.75 4i 9.35.
10.52 Vi.
lUbB
May $10; July $10.02.
Our work to RIGHT la even
si, Hash Lavautrr On.
Stock".
Amalgamated Copper
S3 M
Atchison
110H

51.

pfd.
New York Central

Southern Pacific.
I'nlon Pacific
I'nited States Steel
pfd

104
132

122i

1884
R7

119 '4

Chicago livestock.
Chicago. May
11.
Cattle,
200
Steady, Beeves $5fl7 20; Texas steers
$4.606.10; western steers $4.75'iJ
5.75; stacker
and feeders $3.50 tfe
5.60; cows and heifers $2.406.15;
calves $5i0 7.
Hogs, 11,000. Steady. Light $6.h01i
7.25; mixed $6.90$i7.35; heavy
Hv
7.37; rough $7(17.10; pig $5,75 4,

couch
LUNC8

KILLthc

and

CURE

WITH

THE

Dr. King's
Discovery

lhi
troJGH3

FOR

NDliU

OLDS

THROAT

Nf

rmrE

"'

C.'.lie inm
tt'KG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATIS AC10H-OB KONEY XI.rrjNPt.D.

Montezuma

A T.ftUQtJFR

10.

II,

.TUESDAY, MAY

Grocery

and

j

SNOW ID

PROMISES

!

Liquor Company

Copper and Third

if mow In the
The heavy full
of rolnrHiio during
the
winter months promises n rush of
water down the Kio tlrande this sumAgent for San Antonio Lime. Always 2 mer, according to the weather
buX reau otliciuls, who My:
Prices Right.
Fresh.
April was stormy and the current
Call Phone or send for Solicitor. X snowfall has more than offset the
run-fMelting thus fur has' been
PHONE 1029
conlined almost xehisively to sunny
sloprs and the park of moderate elevation. At higher altitude the effect of Filch high temperatures ns
have prevailed has been to settle the
unow.
Kor the mountain
area of
Colorado as a whole the amount of
enow Is the greatest in many years,
For the season of 1909 our
lar exceeding that at the close of
dellcloue cream Is more popFor
the memorable winter of 18US-Je ular
than ever. AH orders,
that se..son the great depth was conlarge or small, in or nut of the
fined tD a comparatively small area
X c'tT promptly cared for, and 2 near the center of the state. The efdelivery in good condition,
fect of the cold spring being to reguaranteed.
tard melting. It is evident with the
coming of a long warm spell the
streams of the state will be taxed to
The Matthew Dairv &
carry the brge volume of water.
D.ti h owners and others Interested
along the streams should be alert to
Sopply Company
avert damage.
. ramie Watershed.
5 1700 No. Fourth et. Phone liO. J HermitII!" The
depth ranges from it
Almost all of
trace to 30 Inches.
the high area is btMl covered.
(ne:.r) The
Amethyst
northvrn
slopes and the high areas are still entirely covered; a large and proWHITE HOUSE
longed flow Is indicated.
d
of the
Crcede About
area lu the vicinity of the station la
still covered. The snow fall during
April wr.s 22 Inches.
799 8.
St.
Wagon
Wheel flap and Hot
Spring
About all of the high areas
are still entirely covered.
MEALS AND LUNCHES
Jasper Northern slopes and the
high areas are still covered.
Cumbres The average depth at the
Gome in the eating's fine
s
station is 24 Inches; about
high
area
Is still cov
of
the
Mo
Price Harm ered; the snow is melting fast; most
of the snow will probably disappear
by June 1.
of the
Osier About three-fourthigh area Is still covered; the fall
during April was 24 inches.
Platora The average depth at the
station Is 60 Inches; the fall during
April was 57 Inches; the snow
Is
packed hard and frozen.

2 mountains

f.

Pure Ice Cream j
J

J

J

I

:

f

one-thir-

RESTAURANT
ri'it

four-fifth-

Pacy

SALE

I MAY

Our Fifth Annual May Sale is

INSURANCE MEN

Now Going on

HAVE

Big Bargains in Clothing, Shoes,
Oxfords and Slippers, Dry Goods,
Crockery, Graniteware, Tinware
and Groceries. New Bargains
daily. Be sure and come today

A

BANQUET

Tliomaa Howard the Guest of Honor
an Part-weSpread Iast Xigtit.
ll

An Informal farewell banquet was
given at the Alvarado last night for
Thomas Seward, for many years terr
ritxrial manager for the Mutual Ben'
; - Beautiful Seinranfr plates free.
eflt Life Insurance company, and who
leaves in a few days for Spokane,
Wash., where he will act in a similar
capacity. Promptly at 6:30 o'clocft
Cash Buyers' Union
the guests assembled in the dining
122 nana 0cama
room of the hotel and sat down to an
elaborate spread which had been esWH. DOLDK. Prap.
pecially prepared for them.
The
banquet was given by the members of
tho New Mexico Life Underwriters'
association wno have been In session
OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX, It. this city for the past few days und
of. which organization Mr. Seward
has served as president. Imprompcu
speeches were hoard. The following
We SELL IT rOR LESS
Mr. Seward,
members were presnt:
and
We Invite comparison
F. B. Schwentker, of the Pacific Mu
are always pleased, to show
tual Life; George S. Ramsay, of the
goods. Come in and get acEquitable; A. B. Blkker, Jr., of the
quainted, for if yon are in need
M.
W.
Continental Casualty Co.;
Furniture,
of anything in
Hartman, successor to Mr. Seward in
Stoves, Carpets or Housefur-nlshing- s,
charge of the Mutual Benefit hero;
we can save yon
T S. Hodson, of the Mutual Life and
money.
Dr. Walter G. Hope.

DID YOU KNOW

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.
Pbona aOf.

114 W. GoM

ooooooToocrrKYrrrrinncxxx

Highland Livery
BAMBROOK BROS.

HOTHL ARRIVALS.
Sturges.
Louisville, Ky.;
J. Lowensteln and wife, Los Angeles;
L. D. McElroy, Las Vegas;
W. B.
Warner, Denver; S. L. Noel, Trinidad,
Colo.; K. Dunn, Mountalnair; C. F.
Spader, Bernalillo; J. D. Cross, St.
Louis; H. E. Adams, Swanee; F. F.
Tucker, Denver.
S. W. McMurray,

Alvarado.
.
119 Job M
rkoaw
f,
T. It. Mara, St. Loui; C. H.
Up to flat turn-out- s.
Beet driven
I).
Canlield,
W.
Elmendorf;
pity.
Proprietor
of "Saala,"
at the
Denver; J. S. Johnson, Itockv Ford;
ake picole wagon.
C. Cline, Las V'tgas; M. M. Gray, St.
Louis; C. H. Ansley, San Francisco;
A. Otero, Santa Fe; T. C. Hunter,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO. M.
Wichita; L. I. Burns,
Boston A.
O. Wells. Los Angeles; W. W.
UVXBY, &AIM. TVMB ) P"
Milwaukee; W. II. EdgeTRANSFER STASIA
combe. La unta; G. H. Van Stone,
Santa Fe; F. It. Sutton, Detroit; W.
ersea aid Males bomgat eel
11. Tipton, Las Vegas.
Klm-endor-

rmtNOUTS in raw
iMOia atraat betweea DernVH
OlH' 2aa.
mmsn

cm
aa

Savoy.

Bert Evan. Garden City; W. X.
McCormick, Bloomington, III.; T. D.
DeValbiss and wife, Chicago, III.

t'ralgc.

E. A. Shern, New Mexico; Herman
Wise and wife, Harrlsburg, Va.

ED. FOURNELLE

Airaox.
at public

Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing

Promptly

Phones:

Shop 1066;

Attended

to

Residence US

Ship Corter Fiurth St. and Coppir Art.
ALBUQUERQUE,

K. U.

IN SUIT

I will sell
auction Saturday, May 15, in front of Sollie &
Lt Breton's store, 117 West Gold
avenue, at 2 p. m the entire fur
nishings of a four room house, every
piece In good condition; besides many
other things too numerous to mention.
J. M. SOLLIE.
A uctloneer.
o

"My child was
terrible
burned
about the face, neck and chest. I
applied Dr. Thomas' Electric Oil. The
pain ceased and the child sank Into
a restful
sleep." Mrs. Nancy M.
Hanson, Hamburg. N. Y.

ArroBtted Here Txlay
Complaint of liveryman at
Socorro.

lie Was

&

Shoe Shop

THIRD STREET

Moat Market

aowaay
muu and
shoes. First el are
rock-oak
pairing. Bent
sole leather
ased. Twenty years' experience). I am ul Klad of rreaU and Salt aiaat
Steam Sanaa rf Factory,
of the trade, tilve na a trial.
Jtflli KUTXNWORT
Work called for and delivered.
W. Central Ave. teaaoaie balkllaf, Mono Tbir4 Street
Phase Ml.
Oar specialty

la

te

auut

n

matlna

Ms

I

Vudor Porch
Shades

on

Make a cool, shady,

Carlos Xoycr, a graduate of the
University and until re
cently a student of the Agricultural
college, was arrested this morning
on Information from Socorro, X. M.,
charging him with appropriating a
team and buggy, the property of A
O. Cook, a Socorro liveryman.
According to Cook, Noyer was with
the Agricultural college baseball team
when it played the School of Mines
at Socorro recently and hired a team
from him. Xoyer used the team during the evening and left without Informing the stable w in re the tram
could be found. He also failed to
pay the hire.
Xoycr gave, bond this morning find
employed Attorney l.aac Harth to defend him. They will go ti Socorro
tonight for the trial, which is set fo."
tomorrow.
Xoyer is the son of Carlos Xoycr,
e
Sr.. who resides nt 610 West
Young Xoyer sayx
avenue.
that he ins n good defense.
Xoyer says that he left the School
of Mines hurriedly
and gfive the
money to pay for the t, am t" a student of that Institution.

seclud-;- d

porch.

They keep out
the sun, but let in tht

New Mexico

H

-

.

breeze.
Vudor Porch Shades are
very durable, and will last
many seasons.
Vudor Torch Shades are
just the thing for "boxing
in" porches or balconies
that are to be used as outdoor sleeping or living
apartments.
All sizes carried in stock

-

S

,

t
:, Comfort

1

-

-
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01.
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PORCH . SHADES

Im

.

"

.Mar-iU'tt-

rj

I

West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

S

SHOW AT COLOMBO
BRINGS OUT CROWD
Patrons of the Theatre Well I'Icrm-iWilli l"iotiani Given Lust
Main.

"Standing Room Only" was the
which greeted those who camu
trlflo late last evening to witness
the first performance of the Plerco
and Roslyn Operatic Torrcador company which is now playing at the Colombo theatre.
That the perform
ance is one of the best ever witnessed
In this city is the opinion of the
many hundreds who were In attendance last evening.
The feature of the evening was the
singing of various operatic selections
by Mr. Pierce, who has a melodious
bass voice and Miss Roslyn. The
lightning change of Mr. Pierce, who
appears in one part as an Indian, to
full dress costume, the change being
made in three seconds, is a lesson In
quick work. Hta song "Asleep In the
Deep" brought forth liberal applause
Miss Roslyn s singing of "La Paloma,"
is well worth hearing.
A pleasing feature of the program
Is the buck and wing
dancing of
Billy Mack, assisted by Miss Beulah
Renton, whose recitation song, entitled, "The Lobster and the Wise
Guy" causes continuous laughter. In
addition, Mr. Mack and Miss Bentu
do a comic acrobatic stunt which was
well received Its evening. Fretl i
the silly kid, and a special i oil
of moving pictures, complete one of
the best vaudeville programs
ever
witnessed in this city. There will ha t
change of piopram tomorrow iivtn'aft
and a special matinee tomor--- v
for ladies and children.
sign

a

PIERCE TESTIFIES
IN

T

HIS OWN BEHALF

Former Regent of Blind School on
the Hfurid in .Vshaull Cum?
Today.

'..u
'HA RLFY WILLIAMS.

I

Evunsvlllc, Ind., May 11. A lanky.
schoolboy has achieved
sweatered
what Tesla, Marconi ani other wiz
ards of the wireless have been months
vainly laboring
for the invention
long ago agreed
which scientists
would be the. greatest blessing to
mankind.
He is Charley Williams, an
old EvansviUe lad.
By pressing the key of a wireless
instrument rigged up in his moth
er's wood shed the other night he
caused an explosion to occur three
miles away. It shook every building
In the city.
That's what this boy has accomplished. His is an engine of war that
The United States
will kill war.
government is negotiating for it. If
Uncle Sam gets lt he will be supreme
among the powers of the earth.
Charley Williams hasn't stopped at
inventing the apparatus which sets
off the explosive. He. has discovered
the explosive itself. He calls it
"Willlamsite," and declares it is forty
times as powerful as dynamite.
Three ounces of it was enough to
scare this city out of a year's growth.
A pound, experts say, would
have
razed every building. within a mile of
the tree top in which he set up the
three ounce bottle for his test.
And the boy has' this terrible Invention of his perfected.' He can di
rect his brobingnaglan
blast wher
ever he wants Its force to go, "If a
man had been standing under that
tre the other night, not a hair on
his head would have been displaced,"
young Williams saicT. "I had the
charge fixed so that all Its force was
upward."
They examined the tree for proof.
The tops had been sliced off as with
a knife, but beneath not a leaf was
disturbed.
Below not a thing was
harmed, but the ground for a radius
of half a mile was strewn with dead
sparrows.
Williams, a youth of quiet, retiring

The Pierce trial may be finished
comtomorrow.
The prosecution
pleted Its case last night and Mr.
Pierce took the stand this morning SALT INDUSTRY
in his own defense and told a story
of his visit to Albuquerque during
FOR ESTANCIA VALLEY
the Irrigation congress, when the alleged assault took place. John Walker, a business man of Alamognrdo,
jii.tTii Capital Said to Ih Interested
and James Blakely, a drayman of
were introduced by the dein Irojee( Concerning Sail
fense as character witnesses. This
Lakes.
afternoon the defense offered testimony by expert witnesses to prove the
It is Mated upon good authority
impotency of the defendant.
that a movement Is ,n foot by eastern capital to use the water of the
great salt lakes of the Estancla val
HERE
PYTHIAN
ley In the manufacture of salt.
It Is known that two different salt
concerns have examFROM LAS VEGAS manufacturing
ined the proposition within the past
few weeks, one of the parties came
from the salt belt of western Kansas.
Physician Attended Meeting of SaiiL The home of the other
was . not
lariiun llourd at the Meadow
learned by the people of Estancia.
City.
Las Vegas people arc said to be Interested.
Dr. George G. McConnell, medical
The lakes cover
four squa.e
('Irector for the Insurance branch of miles, and the waterabout
i a strong brine.
the Knights of Pythias, spent the During dry seasons when the water
afternoon in the city visiting local evaporates it leaves u layer of salt
members of the lodge. Dr. McCon in many places a foot thick. The nanell came to New .Mexico to attend tives of that part of th- country have
a meeting
of the directors of the depended on the lake- - for salt since
Knights of lythlas sanitarium which the settlement of the ountry.
the lodge proposes to build at Las
The formation of th. lakes und the
Vegas.
The board met at Las Vegas source from which the salt eomrs is
and when it had adjourned, he made not known. One 'theory is that the
a run down to see the metropolis. salt comes from an underflow
of
This afternoon Dr. McConnell was brine.
the guest of Attorney Isaac Barth,
Judge Adams and Major Burtner in
THE MISSOURI CLUB
an auto trip around th city.
-i

manners, robust, large for his age,
with light hair and blue eyes that
regard one In a mildly Inquiring way
didn't seem to think that he had done
anything extraordinary when a correspondent visited him in his wood
shed laboratory.
"Why, yes. the experiment
was
successful," he said carelessly,
"I
knew it would be. Vou see I've been
studying It a long time and I knew
just how It would act.
Young Williams has been studying
high explosives and electricity
for
four years. In his flimsy wooden
shed laboratory he has been working
with the most dangerous substance
known to science.
"I wouldn't make it a life work,"
he declared.
"I'd kill myself In a
year's time." He was thoughtful for
a time. "But I like It," he went on,
enthusiastically.
"Think of it," he
said, earnestly, "to be able to take a
piece of stuff no bigger than that,"
and he held up his clenched fist,
"and wreck a mountainside with it.
"No, I'm going to be a railroad
man," he went on. .'"That's my ambition.
"I've been making tests here at
home for some time," he continued.
"But I have only been using minute
quantities.
One of the first I made
was right in our parlor.., I set oft a
little explosion by wireless across the
room. When I work with large quantities of the stuff I always do lt out
in the country, far away from anybody."
Tho correspondent wanted to know
what would have happened If a farmer had wandered into the charge of
"Willlamsite" lr that tree top.
"Wouldn't have hurt him 1f he'd
been standing under the tree when it
went off." young Williams replied.
"Might have scared him to death, but
lt wouldn't have hurt him. You see.
It's easy to direct a blast make It
go any way you want If you know
a little about It." It seemed extreme
ly simple to this remarkable boy.
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Socorro Company Plan to Put lArge
Acreage in Thewe Two Crops
Tide Season.
C. H. Elmendorf,
of the Socorro
company of northern Socorro coun
ty, who is in the city on business,
eays that the Socorro company will
plant 220 acres of cantaloupes and
100 acres of sugar beets this spring,
Although the company operates ' a
farm of several thousand acres, the
principal efforts for tho season will
and
be centered on the cantaloupe
sugar beet crops. Mr. Elmendorf says
he believes these crops In the lower
Rio Grande valley will be as large
as In the vicinity of Albuquerque
and that the growers of tho two
places, working together, will prove
beneficial to both when the time for
marketing comes.
A large acreage of cantaloupes is
being planted In the neighborhood of
Las Cruces.
The Socorro company has recently
reclaimed a large area of fertile land
at Elmendorf station, which It Is offering for sale to settlers. A number
of
have been located on it.
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The dairy business heretofore conducted by J. K. Matthew and Martin
Printers and others intereatee it
ENTERTAINS TOMORROW Schraaot and known as the Matthe printing trades will be Interests
thew dairy, haB this day been dis
to learn that they can secure tke Insolved by mutual consent. J. K. Matland Printer of O. J. Krmemer. at Tk
thew will continue the business, payCltlseo office.
lVople from the show Mo state
ing ull Indebtedness and collecting all
l"roj;Tam for the Fven- accounts due the old firm.
For tike best work on shirt waist
J. ;K. MATTirEW.
inir.
patronize Ilubbs Laundry Co.
MABTIN SCHAADT.
o
Albuquerque, N. M., May 1, 1909.
The members of th Missouri 'club
o
have arranged the following program
The Missouri Society of New
1IKLI'
for tomorrow evening at odd Fellows
alexloo meets the second Wed- nesday of each month at Odd 4 ball:
Agents $20 a week salary, plus
Solo "Slumber Boat" ( J sse Ouy-ror- ) commissions, for securing subscribers
Fellows' haJL S21 South Second
Hai.-iiMiss Hose
street. Next meeting Wednea.
to our correspondence course In New
Joce-ly- n
day. May IS,
Violin Solo ltereeuse fr"iu
Thought. Agretable. permanent work.
K. Kertholdt.
Headquarter at room 4, Bar- - 4
Address l)ept. A6, the School of
Mr. Thus. N. Wilkemon, of Misnets building, Second and Cen- Truth, I.afayitte, Ind.
tral. Plume 1070.
souri.
o
H
Jliirtt
Tho Hanihrru"
Ail ttlsNourlans are requested
Don't use harsh physics. The re4)
Smith) Miss 1'heta Jones and Lola action weakens the bowels, leads lo
to call and regttter.
O. J. KRAKMCR,
Xeher.
chronic constipation.
Oct Doan's
Secretary.
Mandolin Solo "Miserere from 11 Kegulets. They operate easily, tone
Mr. N. Davis.
Trovatore"
the stomach, cure constipation.
).
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Outlook in Business Is De
cldcdly More Hopeful Than
for Many Weeks

Past.
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TELL

THE STORY III

WHEAT
On

June

the World Will
Know Whether Patten
Has Won or Has
1

Lost.
Chicago. May 11 What will be the
Outcome uf the corner James A. Patten and his association
have on
wheat? That la the great question
.worrying Chicago and a large part
f the country just now, and May II
will tell the tale, for that la settlement day. On June 1 the world will
know whether Patten has won or
lost.
Never in the history of the wheat
pit has any man passed settlement
day a winner. Many have tried. But
wheat has 'beaten them. The history of wheat corners is a story of
ruin and dishoner and suicide and financial wreckage and broken men.
Will Patten win? Some people are
beginning to think he will.
Let us. see, in plain United States
language, just what will happen on
May 31. Whether he wins or loses
that day. will go down in history as
one of the most stormy in the sto:y
f wheat speculation.
Let's remember first that a short,
or a bull. In this story. Is a man who
has contracted to deliver wheat to
Patten on May 31. The prices rang,
es up to
or whatever ma be
the highest option price reached by
that time.
The short in making his contract,
believed that he would be able to
buy wheat at a lower price before
May 31, and make a profit on his
tl-29-

contract.

The bull, or long, is the man. like
believe in
Mm, and have followed his lead, wh)
has contracted to pay for wheat at
prices ranging up to the highest option price.
The option price, we said. That Is
the wheat pit price.
There is a cash wheat price, too.
That Is the price you'd have to pay
In open market for the actual wheat.
It's been about 20 cent higher than
the option price so far. If It were
lower the shorts could buy what they
wanted and fill their orders witli Patten at a profit or else Patten would
go broke trying to psy.
il happen then on May 31
What
In the "'.' ago wheat pit?

Patten, anil those who

It

Pa

beat

le

'

wins

trying desperately to
the price, will have faili hus said all along that
ed. I'
:nrt year for wheat. His
this in
predict ii i .sill have made good. The
shorts, '
.ley have to buy wheat at
nythlr. !ke the present cash price,
f
will lo- - hundreds of thousands
dollars, million of dollars. In the
The r..
.

1

ORDERS,.

i

.

They will ransack the world for
wheat, tut they will have failed. In
a last desperate endeavor, as they
lace ruin vn May 31. they will try
to buy and fill the order they have
contracted to deliver to Patten.
Hut they can't buy the wheat. It
is nut to be had. Each man who
fights for wheat will stimulate the
demand, and the price will soar higher and higher.
The only price at which they can
ciuy the precious- kernels is beyond
the frenzied horl. Then the secretary uf the board of trade, black
coated, H- i- only unmoved figure in
i

that maniacal whirlpool
ty, will rap for order.

of humani-

"All trades with the firm of Blank,
Dash & Co. must be closed at once,"
he will announce.
And the, wheat pit will know-tha- t
a great brokerage house has gone to
the wall.
There will be a consultation 'n
Patten's office. White faced and
ruined men will bargain with their
victorious master. He will name the
price at which he will allow them to
settle.
In other palatial offices, men Immaculately dressed, may fight their
battle out with a loaded pistol in the
top drawer, and the knowledge that
the police will come before night unless
But if Patten loses
d
Then the mountains of wheat
around the world and rushed
to a thousand Chicago granaries, oy
armies of men in overalls, toiling
night and day like fire fighters, will
have been enough and more than
enough to crush the man who would
dare try to control the world's food.
With Patten fighting a loosing battle the price will be beaten down and
down.
He has contracted to pay,
say, $1.29. In the open market the
shorts can buy for $1.25, for $1.20,
for $1.00. And Patten will have to
gar-nare-

pay.

To realize ready money he will
have to throw some of the wheat he
has already bought back Into the pit.
He will get the money, but that
wheat will have pushed down the
price another notch. A minute later
that wheat will rise up to help smash
him.
For weeks he has been oulellv
selling, cautiously, 8o as not to inter

...

'
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Don't expect the ctom&ch to do work it can't do. That h
unreasonable. While you need help let Kodol do it for
you. Kodol digests 11 the food and it's the only preparation that does
rafc It seaVi
That Is nnnaMBaUa. WkSs JtM fte4 bajp
-- Kodol do It for
KeaVJAiruU ftlltlk
feed tod It Is the only fnptntioa the (Sow.
Mb ktoauwh to nble to les toA
ham help.
Thr Is only em wrv.
(W. That
work
It
U
txp
Mat
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PFMALE

New York. May 11. During
the
past few weeks the stock market has
undergone a considerable advance.
Some stocks are too high In view of
their small returns to Investors, while
others are relatively low, having been
neglected by both Investment and
.
speculative buyers. As a result we
o
S
I
are likely to see more or less of the
evening-u- p
process In which medium
grade investments, especially the betIndustrials,
ter class of preferred
may receive Increased attention.
The Industrial and commercial outlook continues satisfactory.
In the
steel trade activity has been especially noticeable, April proving a banner month for the receipt of orders.
Building operations are particularly
active In all of the large cities, and
this factor in connection with demands from the railroads for struct
ural material constitutes the chief
reason for Improvement In Iron and
steel. Our railroads. It must be remembered, have been pursuing a pol
icy of rigid economy ever since the
panic, and now that earnings
are
Improving and the money market Is
easy, conditions favor not only the
making of repairs which have been
delayed, but also the carrying out of
(JoV
various improvements and extensions
5?
which had previously been deferred.
In all probability the railroads will be
large
buyers of materials for some
fere with the upward march of prices, realizing money for the supreme time to come, which will certainly
be an Important element in business
struggle. He has shipped his wheat recovery.
clearings are alall over the world anything to get ready ampleBank
proof of the latter, reit away from Chicago, eo that it can't
for the first w eek In May showcome back and Vie used by his ene- turns
ing an Increase of over 17 per cent
mies,
eBuI It Isn't enough if the bears and these gains being well distribover all sections of the country.
win.
The shorts can buy all the uted
Railroad earnings also show encourwheat they want and deliver It to aging
results, and the reports on 41
Patten at the price he set. And he roads for
the third week in April
will have to pay.
showed a gain of nearly 12 per cent
Or
over last year. Still another eviAnother broken corner will have dence
of business improvement in the
gone down in history. .
And Jas. A. Patten will Join the diminishing number of failures, the
total of which in April were only 990,
ranks of Letter and (lutes and Old compared
with 1,300 In the same
Hutch and the rest who defied the
the volume of
liabll- I month of 1908,
lightning.
I
,
.
U
- nninc cnuus
J ueirig
910,- They are beginning to think that Ul.. iui
Patten will win. He said from the 000.000 and $20,000,000 respectively.
Our crop outlook though not enoutset that there would be a wheat
shortage this year. Hi information tirely satisfactory Is distinctly more
assuring than a month ago. The seaBeems to have been right.
In Leiter's corner In 1898. cash son Is backward, owing to the prev- wheat could be had for $1.40, while alence of cold weather, but with the
I approach
of higher temperature conthe wheat pit price was $1.85.
But In 1909 cash wheat Is soaring siderable improvement may be look
20 cents higher than the wheat pit ed for. There is as yet nothing disprice. The short. Patten's enemies, turbing In the agricultural outlook.
the damage to winter wheat
can't get the wheut, unless some- Excepting
w hich has been amply discounted,
thing breaks.
and
ss prices for farm products are still
very high and likely to remain so
Kills to Stop the Fiend.
The worst foe for 12 years of John for another crop year, prospects favor another season of prosperity to
Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a running ulcer. Ha paid doctors over the agricultural classes who form so
$400 wHhodt betiefit. Theft Btlkten's Important a constituency in our popWall street was pleased by
Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and ulation.
the supreme court decision on the
cured him. Cures Fever Sores, Boils, commodity
clause, not so much from
Felons, Eczema, Salt Rheum. Infallible for piles, burns, scalds, cuts, corns. the fnct that It favored certain corporations as that It imposed an Im25c at all dealers.
portant check upon the radical and
STAGE TO JEMKZ LEAVES 111 socialistic attacks on capital.
The
WEST GOLD EVERT MORNING AT courts are more tirmly established
than ever on the principle that prop- O'CLOCK- -

ft.
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touraasoubs. Balfno&or ttsttttt? totottor
ttswlf. It soon yUUtaoodlttM to do Its wort
vulded. Whra that e lit ton la mahd- -

Ban la vfeer Kodol benefits na
ItBot emly digest the foot yow hateeetea,
bat tones as and puts the stomach beck to s

taeJthy and normal oonartioa,
Am km aavert of the food remains undV
gtatjed, the stomach la not at res. All food
must te eugested. Only part means tnat too
tHrmanti matt go on W ''ting at an Impossible

thaws are a partial help and do part of
thai la sot enough. The pert they
tbew.
do la not the suost essential part. Just what
Is wLtt U most required
tney tall to aoooetnli
W
uM
mnwrnj-will
win no oo. im.a
by the body. ru
do
Bedot
do
need
or
let
while
it
half
end.
loumay'a
All
70a
Sot
navar take tow to a
let yov. Than noto the phjrstal ImproTsjaaant none should be the dcand.
ttatt only eomes with perfeot dlgvattoa. And
That la why Kodol la successful.
perfect digestion svppUee aslant nourishment.
it dtirasta all food a juIcUt as a healthy
Kodol Is not & cure Nature alone emrvs. Bat stomach will do It.
Kodol assist the stomach If doing pert of Itt
It It falls it costs you nothnsg.
11V
work. Then nature completes 1U eon.
Fairness cannot go further.
tie help from Kodol makes the burden lighter and
euler to bear.
Our Guarantee
There are tonic properties la Kodol that cans
druggist today and get a dollar
your
to
Oe
the stomach and whole system to respond. bottle. Then after you have used the e&ilre con
get
you
la
That Is what jou want. That's what
tent of the bottle If you can honestly say that 1
not done yon any good return the bottle to
Lack of nourishment not generally canned by has druggist and be will refund your money. We
the
ssslmllate
you
don't
lack of food. It Is ueciM
will then repay the druggist. This offer appUee
that you eat and becauM It don't digest.
to the large bottle and to but one In a family.
you
want
good
all
food and
Kat
Don't avoid this nor that because It dosenl
The dollar bottle contains 2 times as much
agree with you. That only shows the stomach as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol la made at the
craves certain things
Some

Ton don pad bids.
Ton don't stead dlfaaten.
Ton dont need XodoL

ai

needs help. I f your appetite
your sjsieia requires vusiu.

laboratories of

K. C.

DeWltt

-r-

& Co., Chicago.

You can learn who will pay good prices
for the things you have to sell, at no expense, except for the cost of a Citizen. It's
easy profitable and more dignified than
the "for sale" sign way only a few people will notice the sign, and they may not
be interested in what you have to sell.
Not only can you find a ready buyer for
single articles, but stores, houses and real
estate can be sold if you patronize the
izen Want Ad Columns

O'RIELLY & CO.

Cit-

Read Citizen Want Ads Every Day

erty ahall not be taken away from
the owners thereof without due process of law, and. that, all attempts at
confiscatory action shall be prevented. As this Is one of a series of decisions, which while tending; to
the abuses of capital have
stoutly defended property rights, Its
effect upon financial sentiment is important and sound.
to
The money market continues
show exceptional ease, loanable funds
As
the
Btlll being superabundant.
crop demands are four months distant and business is not likely to
show any great increase of activity
until after midsummer, there is little Immediate prospect for larger demands for accommodation from these
sources. On the other hand, there
are conditions arising which suggest
the possibility of somewhat firmer
rates ere long, or at least that present
abnormally low rates cannot conBank loans at
tinue indefinitely.
New York have risen to the huge
amount of $14,000,000,000, which Is
close to the highest on record. Our
surplus reserve meanwhile is down to
having steadily
about $10,000,000.
contracted as loans expanded. We
have also to face the possibility of
further gold exports because our
shipments arc small,
merchandise
of various mawhile importations
terials continue unusually heavy. It
hus been supposed that these large
imports were entirely due to better
This is only
businss conditions.
partly true, a considerable portion of
the large importations being due to
the effort to anticipate tariff changes.
balNevertheless, our International
ances are In such condition as to
render possible a considerable further outflow of gold. This situHtion
is emphasized by the fact that the
Canadian banks hold very large balances in this market, placing them
In a position to take our g'Jd whenever to their advantage.
Yet another fact which must be taken into
consideration Is that several of our
large railroad systems will soon be
in the market with new bond issues,
the present being an exceptional opportunity for such operations.
Over
$200,000,000 new
issues were announced in April, one-haof which
probably represented refunding operations, end further important issues are pending for similar purposes. The Panama loan has already
been long deferred, Hnd its issue may
be further postponed by the fact that
our treasury deficit Is decreasing and
has not reached the proportionti once
expected, ow ing to the increase of
revenue arising from larger imports.
Should the latter, however, decline
when the tariff has been fully anticipated, it w ill be interesting to watch
the course nf national revenue. In
Europe similar conditions of ease preupon
vail, and there the demands
capital are being emphasizel by the
large German and Spanish loans
which will soon be forthcoming.
Taking the favorable snd unfavorable conditions
Into consideration,
the outlook is for an act''e market.
however,
Careful
discrimination.
should be made in all purchases, us
while a good many st'K'ka may reach
till higher levels, there are others
which for the time being having
reached their zenith are likely to lie
proweaV"ned by inside selling, a
cess '.ihich has heen tcoing on under
than generally
covi " more freely
supi .J'd. Speculation is likely to
tuk
ip the hitherto neglected imlus-tr- i
and may be somewhat Inter-fe- r
with by the possibilities of
fi'
r money.
Nevertheless.
the
fl'
iclal situation U one that war-r- :
hopefulness.
continued
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HE WILL

STUDY

JAPANESE AT
HOME
Prof. Starr Will Visit Orient
In September to Inves-

tigate Brown
Men.

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
(Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior, TJ. 9.
Land Office at Santa. iFe, N. at.
(Serial (No. 025IS.)
April t,
Notice Is hereby erlven that Martin
Ryan, of Albuquerque, IN. M., who,
on Nov. S, 190$, made II. E., No.
10211. for Lota 1, 2, I, and 4. Bectloa
S, Township 10 N., Range t E., N.
H. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim f the land
above described, before H. W. Otero.
United States court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on the 11th day
of June. 109.
Claimant names as witnesses: Joha
A. Johnson, Josle A. Johnson, Joha
Maher, George Souther, all of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register. '

10.

o

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

New York, May 11. Prof. Freder(Not Coal Land.)
ick Starr, hte famous antnropologlst.
Department of the Interior,
U. 3.
is going to Japan In September. He Is
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
going among the Ainu, and he will
April 10, 1909.
Notice Is hereby given that Juan
make some investigation of the recent
development of the Japanese espe- F. Romero, of Albuquerque, N. M
190.., made Homecially along the line of what the Jap- who, on
anese regard as down to date civili- stead Entry No. S947, for SWtt, Section 4, Township 8 N., Range S E.,
zation."
Kecent pictures from Japan show N. M. P., Meridian, has filed notice
that the Japanese are putting up of intention to make final five year
buildings like drygoods boxes in style, proofs, to establish claim to the land
are wearing the most commonplace above described, before H. W. S.
of Kuropean or American dress and Otero, U. S. Court Commissioner at
are fast losing their national char- Albuquerque, N. M., on the 7th day
of June, 1909.
acteristics, at least to the eye.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Professor Starr is going to make
Fllomeno Mora, of Chilli!. N. M.;
of the
an exhaustive investigation
Juan Antonio Alderete, of Albuquerconditions which are apparently rob- que,
of
N. M.; Perflrlo Sandoval,
bing the Japanese of their qualities
and customs and causing them to Chlllll, N. M.; Prudenclo Maldonado.

approximate the most commonplace
oi the qualities of the other people of
the world.
During a recent stay in New York
Professor Starr reiterated hi recent
statement that he believed Mr. Roosevelt was In greater danger from climate than he was from wild beasts.
"The English government would never send a man on his first mission
into the tropics at 50," he said.
"Neither would the Congo government send a man of 50 for the fir.it
time Into the interior of ttv.-l- country. If Mr. Hoosevelt hail begun by
visiting Africa when he was 30. his
system would be prepared to withHis
stand the climatic conditions.
time of greatest danger will be wliea
he leaves the lakes and strikes out
toward the Nile."
Professor Starr's own Journeys In
Africa covered 7.000 milet. extending
from a point on the west coast, almost opposite Mombasa to the middle
He went for the
of the continent.
purpose of Investigating the native
populations, but was Interested in tne
stories of outrages on the people iif
be-the Helglan Congo.
He lia
criticised by the missionary interests
for his public statements that he
found no evidence of any outrages
having occurred
within the last
twelve years.
In fact, they have charged
tint
Professor Starr wan working in the
interest of the Helgian king, who Is
held responsible for
the unhappy
conditions reported. Professor Starr
luuithy at these charges.
"1 went to Africa prepared to And
the conditions which the missionaries
describe," he said. ' It would have
been much more profitable for me to
have found them, as my view of the
controversy Is not a popular one. But
though I talked with the men wno
make these accusations, not one '.
them was able to give me any proif
of the present existence of the co.i
dition of affairs which has been SO
often staled."

of Chlllll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. 8.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. U.
(Not coal land.)
(Serial No. 05091.)
April t, 190.
Notice Is hereby given that Rebert
L. Roberts, of Laguna, N. M.J who,
on Nov. 26. 1907. made H. E.. No,
05095 for NEK. Section 10 Township
7 N.. Fange 4 W., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of Intention to make
final commutation proof, to establish
claim to the land above described,
before George H. Pradt, U. 8. commissioner, at Laguna, N. M on the
10th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Juaa
Lucero, of Cubero, N. M.; J. Miller,
of Laguna. N. M.; Virgil P. Harrington, of Laguna, N. M.; James A. Miller, of Laguna, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
l
Printers and others interests
the printing traaes will be Interests
to learn that they can secure the Inland Printer of O. J. Kraemer, at Tat

Cltlsen office.

For tli best work on etilrt waists
patronize Hubbs I.sundry Co.
Tlie MbMOurt Society of New 4
Mexico meets tho second Wed- neaday of each month at Odd
Fellows' hall, S31 South Second
street. Neat meeting Wednee- day. May IS. IMS.
lieadquartors at room 4, Bar- nets bulkling, Second aod Oca- -

tral.
to

Phone 1079.
All sflsaourians

on

are requested
end regtsuw.

o. j. KRAtauni,

HeoreUry.

t
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FKMALE HELP

BUSINESS

houses ron

rent
rooms to rent
houses for sai.i:

Clearing House for the People's Wants

MAUD 7JELP

CLERKS

Id. I.I iUUIlL:

Auto

BOOKKEEPERS

BUSINESS

oppon-TTJNITTE-

$500.00

as

FURNITURE

MONEY TO LOAN

Albuquerque's Popular Want Columns

CANVASSERS

FOR SALH.
Six front lots on E.
Copper ave. Great bargain.
41,000.00 A
hou;
large lot, Keleher ave. Rare
chance to bay a good home
cheap. Esy term.
$2,000 Three beautiful corner lota, 75x200 ft. on W.
ave. This is a snap.
$2300
good home;
two lots, stables, on South
Edith, close in. An exceptional
bargain.
$1300 Rooming
n
houe
Central ave. Great chance for
quick buyer. Easy terms.
MANY OTHER BARGAINS IX
ALL SECTIONS OF CITY.
LOTS IN NEW TOWN OF
RELEN at original plat prices,
fall at our oflicc for run

8. HOPPING

Indian Motor Cycles and Auto Tire
Vulcanising.
Bicycles for Sale or Rent. Repair
ing and Supplies of All Kinds.

S

SALESMEN
AGENTS

Established

321 South Second St.

RANCHES FOR SAI i:

LOST AND FOUND

STAR

irilXITl

UE CO.

Mir. 214 rjnlH innnn
Household mods bought. inM anil
exchanged. Mail orders promptly at
G. Nirlsen.

tended to.

WANTED-Posttlo-

ns

by a
WANTED Any cmplnyment
young man who speak several languages. Address W., Cit.m-n- .
light
driving
WANTED Position
work;
team or some light outtf-'o- r
g
12 years business and
experience. X.. Cltiien office.
WANTED 'By a vetrran old soldier
a situation to care for a small property; will accept a garden spot and
house room for his salary. Inquire
at Citlten office.
POSITION WANTED By a flrst-elastenographer and typewriter.
English and Spanish translations
a specialty. Thoiough knowledge
of up to date business methods,
g
and Insurance. Best
of references furnished on application. Address R., care Citizen

PROFESSIONAL

fa:

I

L. BURTON, M. D.

SOLOMON

Residence, 110 South Walter Street.
Phone loso. Office, 9 Barnett
Building. Phone. S17.
A. G. 8HORTLE, M. D.

Praotiee limited to Tuberculosis.

noun
Rooms

10

JTANTED Albuquerque representative. Control staple line. Large con$2,500
sumption. Position worth
yearly to man with business acquaintance or to hustler. Consolidated Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. T.
MSN WANTED QUICKLY By big
Chicago mail order house, to distribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
week; 10 expense allowance
til amonth;
no experience required.
Manager, Dept. tOl, 18S Wabash
arenas, Chicago.
TBJTX and ws will explain how wa
yay any man $8t per month and all
traveling expense to take orders
tor portrait. Experience unnecessary. Tata offer mads by the great-s- at
portrait house In the world.
WrKe sow befere it la too lata.
X. D. Mertel. Dept. tlO, Chicago.
tOCNG MSN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
Service. Examination In Albuquerque May 11. intending applicants
should begin preparation at once.
Sample questions and "How Government Position Are Secured,"
Schools, 797
sent tree. Inter-Stat- e
Iowa Aye., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

rt

FEMALE HELP

and

I
886

and

10,

to

4

Ros-

IF BRIDGET DEMANDS MORE

State National

well-behave-

If. T. Armljo Building.

Office hours,

J. ALGER, D. D. 8.
a. m. to

l:St to a p. m.

ll:St

p.

$01 W.

4

LAWYERS
R. W. D. BRYAN
Attorney as

law.

Office First National Bank Bafldtssj
Alboqaerque, Mew Mexico,

ham-berma- id

WANTED
WANTED Seoond - hand
clothes
bought and sold. 301 South Second
Street, phone 740.
WANTED Teams to haul lumber.
Apply the J. M. Dennis Lumber Co.
Maine, Ariz.
sTANTED To buy large tract of
Umber. Give full report, cash
price, location, shipping facilities,
also term. I. C. Cockey. IK Kitt-red- g
Bldg., Denver, Colo.

Information regarding
farm or business for sale; not particular afrrut location; wis, to near
from owner only, who will sell direct to buyer; give price, description, and state when possession can

YANTTC)

Address L. Derbyshire,
Rochester. N. T.

LOST

and

FOUND

K. W. DOBSOIT
Attorney

ERA M. BON

Attorney

FOR SALE

SALESMEN
WANTED Salesman: Experienced In
any line to sell general trade In
New Mexico.
An unexcelled speproposition.
cialty
Commissions
with $3S weekly advance for expenses. The Continental Jewelry
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
want
SALESMEN WANTED W
men capable of earnln
10, 7S or
S100 per week to sell rotary wind
signs. If you can get and mean
business, writ Albright Sign Co.,
Muncle. Ind.
iKH1UO An energetic,
educated
man to sell the New International
Bneyolopaedia
In New Mexico;
splendid peulng; stats age, present employment and give referen
ces. Dodd, Msad and company.
Bkuksrt Building. Kansas City, Mo.
ffANTID capable salesman to cevei
New Mexico with staple line. High
commissions, with $109 monthly
ad vane. Permanent position to
right man. Jeas H. Smith Co., De-

$50 REWARD Lout on First trtrret
troit, Mich.
at rtie brad of Gold avenue, a Uia- - ff ANTED Salesman to carry
n tolid weighing 1 carat; return to
Souvenir Post Card as side
room 11, Cromwell building, and
Una,
Money making proposition.
receive reward. Phone 829.
Some of our men making
109
monthly. Stat references. Gartner
AC EATS
A Bender, Chicago.
WANTED General agent for Old WANTED J 9 0 a month, 170 expense
chandls and grocery catalogues;
Line jLife Insurance
Company;
mall order house. American Home
Reputation
contract.
be
must
Supply Co.. Desk 11, Chicago, 111.
good. Address Producer, Box
Oitisen."
fANTKD Salesman
achaving
quaintance with leading manufacttLESPOHSiULiB
men to sell Gasourers of Albuquerque and surroundlene Lighting Systems. Exclusive
ing territory. Must have general
territory, attractive proposition to
knowledge of machinery and beltright parties. Catalog free. Acorn
ing and be prepared to work on a
prase ssrg. jo. cnicago. Ill,
liberal commission basis a a regReliable man to work
ular or side 11ns. Post Office Box
city of Albuquerque with Clear Ha149, Station C, Cleveland, Ohio.
vana Cigar proposition. For particVAXTLlJ
Honest, energello salesulars address Box
SubTbor
men to sell a general line of high
station, Tampa, Fla.
grade food products to hotel, resaGENTS Positively make 110 to
taurants, farmers, rancher and
ISO daOy selling the greatest phoether large consumers. Experience
to art specialty ever produoed;
uneeeasary; w teach you the
something new and unusual. L. K.
uslaeas; exclusive territory. Our
Nutter, Mgr.. 44 Carroll
o.
goods are guaranteed full weight,
rn.
full measure and in every vtty
nest She rsniremsnr of all pure
MONEK TO LOAN
feod laws. Knepir.nal opportunity; write today for particular
leha Sexton A company. Whole-sal- s
MONEY
Do you need it Ws can
-- urniah
Grover. Lake A Franklin sts
capital for any meritorious
enterprise. Stock and bond issue
sold on commission basis. MetroCITIZEN
politan Investment company.
111
WANT ADS
La Salle St., Chicago.
BRING RBSULTB.
up-to-d-

ill

a.,

at Law,

Office, CroEWweQ Block,
Albuquaque, new MexkO.

I

Chi-rag-

rtier

at Law.

FOR SALE Modern 4 room brick, Pension. Land Patents, Oopywrtghta,
$1,000 down, balance to suit purCaveat. Letter Patent, Trade
chaser, 522 W. Marqette.
Mark, Claim.
$ F Street N. W. Washington, D. G.
FOR SALE On Oak Cree k, the
fishing resort In Arizona, a
good ranch and other business
THOS. K. D. MABDKON
combined. Does $3,000 worth of
year.
14 acres in al
Attorney at Law
business in a
falfa, large orchards, grapes and
Office, 117 West Geld Ave.
berries. A bonanza for the right
parties. Terms reasonable, owner
must leave. This business must be
sold at once. For particulars en
INSURANCE
quire at Citizen office,
,
FOR SALS A An Hardman piano-B. A. STJCYBTKR
Co4 a new, beautiful ton. A
chance to pease an Instrument of
Snwaraaoe, Real Estate, Notary
unexcelled make at Just half what
Pnbllo.
It la worth. On exhibit at Whit
son's Muslo stors, 114 South Set
Room IS and 14, Cromwell Blk.
ond street, Albuquerque.
New Mexico
Albuauerne
--

Nearly new visible
114 West Gold ave.
FOR SALE For Sale cards at The
Citizen office.
FOR SALE Four room, house (cement) well located, easy terms.
Porterfleld Co., 216 Weat Gold.
saddle
FOR SALE Driving and1
pony, harness, saddle and buggy.
Bargain. Room 7. N. T. Armljo bid.
FOR SALE Two lota (100 feet), cor
n rr Arno and Manuel.
C. E. Mc- Kee. Citizen office.
FOR SALE Modern
house;
easy terms and price reasonable.
Inquire 214 North Walter.
FOR SALE Cheap if taken immediately;
ranch house and
water. Mrs. Norrlw, 110 E. Coal.
FOR REN1
FOR SALE Four room new modern
house, monthly payments, a bar- FOR RENT (For Rent card at The
gain. Porterfleld C216
West
Citizen office.
Gold.
FOR RENT Good furnished and
FOR .SAU0 Eight room house. It is
unfurnished houoes. Porterfleld Co.,
a bargain. Porterfleld Co., 216 West
216 West Gold avenue.
Gold.
FOR RENT Fine, large, rooms.
SALE Fine, gentle saddle furnished, reasonable.
FOR
pony, saddle and bridle, cheap. 720
Cottage with yards.
Nurth Fourth street.
Store room.
Alfalfa ranch, all close in.
FOR SALE An established eleetric-a- l
Inquire 121
North Third street
business at a bargain. Call on or
address E. E. Herrmann, 105 Ho. FOR RENT Typewriter, all kinds.
Fifth street. City.
xehange,
Albuquerque Typewriter
111 West Central.
FOR SALE
frame residence
on Arno street, 50 ft. lawn, uhade
trees, rement walk. etc. A bargain.
Rooms
J. E. Elder, 9 N. T. Armljo building.
FOR RENT Furnished Rooms for
Rent cards at The f'itizen office.
FOR SALE 2 room hotel, good
butdmss. 1,300 will swing it; bal- FOR RENT Nice famished rooms,
ance on time. Other business reason
for housekeeping. Apply Mrs. Dor-afor gelling.
524 W. Central, rear. Rent reason able.
2
FOR SALE Eight acre ranch,
room houne.
Monthly payments.
Good ranch for a man who wants
to work In the city. Porterfleld Co.,
216 Vst Gold.
establkth-'- d
FOR SALE Profitable,
FOR SALE A new
business. Owner must leave city.
brick
Inquire Citizen oftlce.
residence, thoroughly modern, east
frontage, in good location, worth WA N TEDEnergV t i T man with $ 7 5
$1,000. Will sliade this price for a
to invest in well paying business;
quick sale. J. R. Eldtr. 9 N. T.
entabllshed 3 years In city. Eafy
building.
work. Address M. W. A. care Citizen.
FOR SALE Oliver Typewriter No.
5. new; never been
Sacrifice. AUTHORS
seeking a publisher
Nnllett Studio.
should communicate
with
the
FOR .SALE An exceptional opporCochrane Publishing company, $77
tunity to buy a good paying roomTribune building. New York city.
ing ho line, centrally located, fine FOR SALE Well established, good
large rooms, good patronage, you
paying business. Invoices about
0.
will have to hurry.
Inquire J. E.
Address P. O. Box 110, AlbuElder, 9 N. T. Armijo Building.
querque, New Mex.
FOR SALE

type-write-

r,

$20.

30-ac-

Furnished

n.

Business Opportunities

Ar-nii- jo

$$,-00-

A. B. WALKER

Fir Insurance
Secretary Mutual Building Aatoctetloa
SIT west Centrey A vena

AUCTIONEER
J. M. Bellle of the arm 0f Bolll A
Le Breton, 117 West Gold avenue,
has obtained an auctioneer's license
for the purpose of serving the public
In that capacity as well as doing an
auction business at their own store
on Thursday of each week, at 1:10
and 7:$9 o'clock. Mr. Bollls has
had bread experience la the auction
business In his yeungsr days. With
bis close attention to business and the
polite and easy way in whlsh hs can
address the people, will assure him
success as In other days. The people of Albuquerque can make
no
mistake in giving Mr. Solll their
work.
AfCTIOX.

I will nell At Miirtinn Mondnv.
fnv
17th, at 3 p. m., the entire furnish-

ings of a 4 room house, all In good
condition, In front of Sollie & Le
Breton's store. 117 West Gold avenue.
J. M. SOLL1E,
Auctioneer.
Aay

nan

aU

f

tfe

Arse

Imi

ike Luna and Btrickler buDjlng U
sow ready for occupancy and will b
Am
ased to responsible parties.
.iterations desired will be made te
nit tenants. Total floor space, ll.-1(4zare feet Basement same diSteam heat and all otbtt
ssension
oodsra Improvement. Apply W.
3

ttrlcklsr.

M. RYAN, TAILOR.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing.
301 South Second street.

By Stuart II. Stone.
When J. fichwars, the grocer, first
came to the land of the free and the
home of the brave, he was an ardent
hater of all governments. The time
came, however, when blind Mr. Cup
arrjw
a
id wknged
through the stack of Scrubolto and
Sogood Biscuits Into the heart of the
grocer. It was love at first slg.it.
but when
clear and unmistakable;
went wooing. Miss
Mr. Schwars
Amelia Green gently shook her head.
"iSo," she answered,
"my father
fought at Gettysburg; my grandfather stormed Chapultepec; his father
was at Lundys Lane, and back of
that there were continental gentlemen at Trenton and Yorktown and
Saratoga Heights. And you are not
Avon
imarlnan VI finhuranl1'
Herr Schwarz nrotested sutterallv. '
He loved Miss Amelia and he believed she returned his affection.
What
were countries and 'governments to
love? For his part he didn't bellevo
In governments anyhow
"Don't believe in governments!"
Miss Amelia almost screamed. "Then
we are not for each other. I am an
American."
"But love undt affection" began
Merr Schwarz.
snapped
Miss
"Love nothing!"
Amelia. "I love my country!"
After that, the little lady cooled a
bit and proceeded to instruct Herr
Schwarz in the beauties of free government. Soon he regarded things n
a different light, and the emblems
he had reviled took on a gleaming
glory.
Bunker
Hill 'Lincoln the
battleship Maine Congress and the
constitution
he came to worship
with ldolatary. He boycotted all but
American goods, and made a patriotic speech at the
club,
until the "reds" chased him from the
hall with scrap of furniture.
Then,
burning with love of country, he proposed to Miss Amelia again.
"Himmel!"
Am I not one goot
American?" he urged.
But still Miss Amelia shook her
head. "No," she answered. "You are
a beautiful patriot, Herr Schwarz;
but you are not an American." And
Herr Schwarz returned In sadness t
the grocery.
It wae the following week that the
male residents of the block gather-- d
around his stove to discuss the doing
of the new congress. They were
tense, full blood Americans all.
"No use talking," observed John
Jones, the carpenter. "The country
is going to the
"Ach, Jones! You are of a crazl-nessdemurred Herr Schwarz.
"You are dead right, Jones,"
Bill Smith,
the dry goods
clerk. "Trace patriotism down and
It ends In selfishness every time."
"Dunder undt blltzen!" cried the
grocer. "Don't you say dat two times

ad

non-reside-

NOTARY PUBLIC

IN

OF-FIC-

219 W0t Gold Avmnu0

FOR RENT.
Five room brick house, electric
light, bath, large closets, lawn,
cement sidewalks, excellent location and neighborhood, close in;
$25; water paid.
Three room flats, with- bath,
near shops, $10; water paid.
FOR SALE. .
Twenty acre farm. 11 acres in
alfalfa, 900 bearing grap vines,
a good many fruit trees, five room
adobe house, corral, etc.; well
fenced, near main ditch, about
two and one-ha- lf
miles from town.
Price $9,000,
About 15 acres good land a
short distance west of the Barelaa
bridge. Pries $71 an acre.
Forty-fiv- e
acres fine land, one-ha- lf
In alfalfa, balance planted
last year in corn and wheat;
about seven miles from town.

,

Price

$$,500.

Six room frame house, strictly
modern, four blocks from business center, $$,500.
seMoney to loan on first-clacurity.
ss

A.

Montoya

III West Gold Avtmaa,
Albuquerque, New Mexlea.

Bend for Our Select List of
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
whereby you can Insert dis- play ads in all papers for
FIVE DOLLARS PER INCH
The Dake Advertising Agency,
Incorporated.
4IT & Main 8t. II Oreary St
Los Angeles, Cal. Ban Frendsej.

bow-wows- !"

!"

alretty!"

mod-

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.
Having the only up to date
Abstract Books for ths city of
Albuquerque
and county of
Bernalillo, and a ' competent
abstractor,
and experienced
and conveyancer In our office,
ws are prepared to furnish
correct ABSTRACTS OF TITLE on SHORTEST NOTICSj,
and at LOWEST PRICES.
MONEY TO LOAN at 8 per
cent on first mortgage, In any
amount above $100.
LOANS
NEGOTIATED
MONEY INVESTED HOUSES
RENTED
TAXES PAID
and complete charge taken of
properties for residents

love-taint-

Appointments made by mafl.
Central Ave.
Phone

d,

AND

J. SCmVARZ, AMERICAN.

Room IS.

strictly

$25.00

ern brick house at $09 B. Gold
$2.80 per week, S rooms, furnished for light housekeeping.
West Copper, near Third street.
$83.00 Hotel Henrietta. Is
brand new, paver occupied. Is
modern, 17 rooms; fin location, a bargain.
$ story
$150.00
Kice hotel
brick, N. First st, between Central and Copper ave. Lower
floor st.re rooms. Upper floors
have 18 modern finished rooms
for rooming house. Will rent
upper or lower floors separate.
Low rent. Great opportunity.

DAILY SHORT STORY

PETTTT.

DENTISTS.

EDMUND

MEXICO CLEANING
PRESSING WORKS.

sear

$10.00 Comfortable,
atw
house. North Eighth St.
Rooming house with
$20.0
store room, close to shops.

$19 West Gold avenue. French dry
and steam cleaning. Goods railed for
and delivered. Phone 1143, J. A.
Gardner, Prop.

Room 1 and t, Barnett Building,
Over 0'RiXlTs Drag Scorn.
Appointments Made by MaQ.
Phone 744.

without scorching the icing, and begins to lay down the law about
her salary and her hours don't get worried. She won't fetl so big
about it when you hand her mi hat's coming to her to date and gently but
firmly ask her to pack her trunks and leave.
O, there's no reason to feel worried in the least. Just step to the telephone and send in a want ad in the morning you will find a complete
lady-lik- e
cooks on handall dead anxious for
assortment of
the job.
It is sometimes a wise plan to accede to the cook's demands but her
demands may be greatly modified if she sees you making a straight line
for the telephone. She knows what a want ad means. If you don't believe ittry it.

FOR RENT.

$8.00
house,
shops on Pacific avenue.

tJOLD AVENUE REAITY CO.
J. M. Solllo and Edward LeBreton,
proprietors of the new real estate of
fice at 117 West Gold avenue, are pre
pared to serve the publlo along all
real estate lines. List your property
with us.

NEW

Dental Surgery.

DRS. OOPP AN

REAL ESTATE

Tailors & Cleaners

DR. J. K. KRAFT.

'F SHE thinks she is the only cook that could ever bake a lemon pie

CHOICE VACANT LOTS IN
CITY OF ALItCVfCKHQCK. See
us before buying elsewhere. We
can save you money.

.

Bank Block.

A cook, laundress, c
and waitress. Apply Dr.
Smart, 723 No. Second st.
Lady to represent us at
WANTED
home; good position; good pay and
tailor made suit free in 90 days.
unnecessary;
Experience
reliable
firm. Address J. E. McBrady Co.,
Chicago.
mar7 ANTED A lady collector,
ried or single, to collect a few days
monthly for a California Installment house, Easy work, good pay.
Reference required. Address Box
144, Oakland. Cal.

tflo.

It

DENTISTS

MALE HELP.

Box

to

Telephone

S,

of-Sc- e.

had.

J

Physician and Surgeon.

book-keepin-

fce

par-Ocul-

South Seoond SI root.
Staple and Fancy Groceries.
All
Kinds of Imported Italian Goods.
Pure Lucca Olive Oil. Phone 791.
IV23

ss

WANTED
en wald.
WANTED

A PIOCIMNI.

PHYSICIANS

boux-keepln-

A salelady. Apply at

GROCERIES

CARDS

t

REALTY CO.
1888

Repairs-Bicycl- es
V.

STENOGRAPHERS

Rnnnnri
iniinnn
j i i i miiui- - f
mm

DIRECTORY

f"'B"'i57

"Oh, rats, Schwarz!" drawled Per

kins, the wit of the circle. "The government is rotten as one of your Vienna sausages!" And all the circle

lauehed boisterously.
Herr Schwarz said no more. He
only picked up the funny Perkins
and threw him Into the gutter. Then
he tossed Smith, the salesman, into
the street; threw Jones, the carpenter. Into a neighbor's yard, and returned to find the other tense Americans had vanished. But to his surprise Mifcs Amelia wax standing by
his big scales regarding him with a
mange, tender light in her eyes.
"I saw and heard all," she suid.
"You are an American. Mr. Schwarz
an American.
Do you
understand ?"
"Oh, yah!" cried Herr Schwarz.
"Now we get married, alnt it? Hurrah, der Stars undt Stripes! Hurrah
liberty der bald eagle undt lof!"
Then he kinged her to celebrate hW
naturalization.

WiMashj

We Ask You
to take Cardul, for your femafe
troubles, because) vo are sura it
will help you.
Remember that
this great (emalo remedy

Will
has brought relief to tVfmpfvs of
otner sick wornjii, so why out w
you ? For heaoache, backache,
periodical pains, female weakness, many have said tt Is "the
best modlclno lo take." Try H I

Sold In This City

,

n

"

:

:

J

i

r

HT.BUQ1TETIQTTE

PAAB SIGHT.

CITIZEN.

Dr. W. N. Marheth. the Second street
candy and ciar dealer.
Dr. Macbeth' letter also brought a d"!tn
pound boxes of rhoeolate
from the
W. C.Nevin
company of
C'aady
Denver.
There will' le n regular meeting of
the W. It. C. at 2:30 tomorrow aflly order
ternoon at Redmen hull.
of the president.
Sadie I'.owdH h,

MALOY'S

HI EB

i

,

For the month of May we will offer
unusual reductions in all styles of
shoe fur men and women. Chaplin's,
121 West Central avenue.
W. W. P.
of Mankato,
Minn., I visiting litre fur a few days.
Mr. Met'tinnell Is a well known horticulturist, and editor and publisher
farming magazine.
Mrs. Hawkins, wife of the manager
company,
for the Postal Telegraph
was moved from the hospital to her
home on Honeymoon row yesterday
bfternoon. She, is recovering rapidly
from an operation.
The Willing Workers of the Rap-tl- x
church will hold a meeting .at
7:30 o'clock this evening at the home
ot Miss Myrtle Morrl. 11 1& South
Walter street, and a full attendance
is desired.
A. F. Scharp. a prominent electrician of La Crosse, Wis., arrived yesterday and will spend a few days in
the city the guest of W. A. Wood of
the Cra go hotel, who is also an old
resident of La Crosse.
The funeral of Chas. H. Leland,
the g year old son of Rev. A. J. Leland. who resides north of the city,
will be held from A. Border's chapel
at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
Frank Weeks will officiate. The boy
died late last night after a brief ill-

Our Children's Shoes and Slippers
Are made for wear as well as for beauty.
They fit snug around the ankle and over the
instep, and keep the heel from sliding up
and down; at the same time they give plenty of toe room and allow the foot to grow in
nature's shape. Only such leathers as will
stand hard wear are used in their construction. Black kid, tan kid, patent kid, calf.

THE
myth. It Is a
ftntlonpd right here.
take of Its sparkling
If you are weary and
Is no

OF YOI TII
pleanant reality
Come

anl
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85c to $1.50

Shoes, 5 to 8
Shoes, 8 to 11
Shoes, n to 2
Slippers, 5 to 8
Slippers, 8 to II
Slippers, ntf to 2

Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's
Children's

SCHTJTT CANDY CO.

$1.00 to $1.8$
$1.1 $ to $2.2$
$1.00 to $1.50
$.12$ to $1.7$
$1.50 to $2.00

Second Door North of P. O.
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PERSONAL.

Shoe Department for the Beat Infants' Footwear
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This Spring to see how
many varlatl ni there are
In
models of Suit
and
in
Overcoats. Xn' kink
pockets, cuff
on sleevee
cut of tha skirts.
and
We'll show you tl, 'al'-s- t
things in

Rest models here; they-v- 3
produced some very stunning, smart
we
things;
have something for every
taste,
man's
from
the
quiet dresser
who sticks
to conventional
o
ideas,
the swell young chap who
will "go the limit" of fash-
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A. J. MALOY
Phone 72

ion.

In
all
fabric
of Hart, Schaffner & Marx
clothes; and all the othr
good points.
All-wo- ol

.

.

:

Suit. $18 to $40
This store

Hart

CPTriht

Hand Tailored Clothe
for Gentlemen

Is

SchanTner

clothes.

1909 by Hart Sch.rn.t tc Mirl

the home of
&
Marx

Ihe Central
venue
SIMOM STERN Clothier
A

Deputy United States Marshals
lee Clemnlng Work
James Smith and Renson Newell have j
gone to Chicago with W. H. Clarke,
a former Rock Island brakeman of
319 West Gold Avenue
Alamogordo. Clarke was indicted at
1
Chicago for conspiracy to bring
Chinamen Into the United States. He
I will sell at auction Wednesday,
Is alleged to have been a
May 12th at 1 p. m., the entire furInsure In the Occidental Life.
car
dining
smugglers
for
and
tho
the
Try Qlorleta beer.-rnohouse, corner
482.
Employment (Mice nishings of a
crew, who assisted in getting the Golburn's
5th and New Tork streets on the car
C. II. Klmendorf, of Elmcndorf. X. Chinamen
states.
into the
line, consisting ot bed room and par113
West Central Ave.
M., is registered at the Alvaiado.
Mrs. John N. Strumquist of Ea.st
lor suites, carpets, linoleums, kitchen
H. E. Adams, of Suwanoe, N. M., Grand avenue, received a letter yes- WANTED at once Se tter, digger or and dining room furnishings, refrig- 2
was a visitor in the city yesterday.
bridge rider and lumber Jacks; also erator and many other articles. Goods X Caters, only, to a nice and
terday which bore the news of the
carpenters with tools. Experienced In good condition and no elcknes"
Mrs. Oscar Lifftrlng, of Sublnul death of Miss Gertrude Granger, who
respectable class of trade.
spent yesterday visiting friends hero. died on April 3rd last In Las Cruces.
waiter.
J. M. SOLLIE. Auctioneer.
None other need apply.
M. A. Otero, former governor of Miss Granger is a sleter of Miss Josephine Granger, who at one time was
Xew Mexico, is in the city on busi
X
Consumptives not accom- - 1
a student of the University in tills
ness.
IHE ACME IN HAMMOCKS
city, but who Is now a physical culX mcdated
Col. E. W. Dobson returned yester
instructor of Kewanee, 111. Miss IVI
day after a short business trip to ture
Gertrude; was 24 years old and was
Hillnboro.
For solid comfort and an invaluable
well known In this city, where she
SM South Second St., eorner Iroa. article fer tourist and camper
we
Miss Margaret Grainy, a teacher in formerly resided. The body has been
All new Iron beda. Riomi for have It in a closely woven canvas
California, is violting in the city for Interred at Las Cruces and MIsS Jose- aouaekeeplDg.
Single room,
fl.fi hammock, 7x5 feet. It is the stronga Tew daye.
phine Granger accompanied by her
r week. Ke invalid received.
est, largest, lightest and most comMiss Edith Nash accompanied by mother, are expected In the city In a
plete hammock made and is put up in
her friend. Miss Elsie Sackett, left few days for a short visit.
a bag convenient for carrying. It will
TOO
TO
CLASSIFY.
LATE
today for Alliance, Ohio.
A team driven ty a native caused
outlast three ordinary hammockis.
The ladles of the Luthern church a flurry of excitement on Copper ave- WANTED A 4 or 6 room furnished
Our regular line of hammocks were
will give a. "coffee" at the church nue at
o'clock this morning by runmodern house, close in; no Invalids; all bought new this year from a large
on Wednesday afternoon, May 12. All ning away. It started near the corfamily of three grown; also driving manufacturers' line. We have a splenA New Line of
are cordially invited.
ner of Copper and Third and ran
and saddle pony. Apply H., Citi- did selection and we are sure to satzen office.
The regular meeting of the Non- - east. A front wheel of the wagon
isfy you both as to quality and price.
o
Sectarian Benevolent society will be straddled a pole In front of a blackPrice from 65c to $6.50.
SCHOOL BOY'S W Kit 13 DRUNK.
held tomorrow in the office of F. W. smith shop at No. 215, and the horse
STRONG'S BOOK STORE.
went on with the tongue. At the
Clancy at 2:30 p. m.
Phone 1104. iNext door to P. O.
11.
Something
New
May
York,
of
corner
front of. Strong Bros, the
0
Last call on the big shoe sale now tongue in
the i Sluiely Place Lawn iiasM Seed. Tills
gouged Into the ground and a sensation has been caused in true-teegoing on at William Chaplin's,
s
121
Bayonne,
N.
J.,
board of school
pulled
Is' intended
from the horses. The
all situations
avenue.
West Central
Florshelm liorBes loose
by the report that the superin- mixture
dashed across the street and
complete tdiarie
or
partial
in
are
that
shoes for men at cost.
D.
on
Henry
Abbott,
has
Im
brought up with a Jar in the corner tendent. Dr.
will
found Invaluable "n
Sliced Peaches
several occasion found boys attend- and
Miss Mary Johnston left last night ciouble doors .of the
grounds lying under (lie slmdow of
ining
were
school who
under the
for a visit In Mcintosh, N. M. While building. One of the horse scraped
per
or
building.
trees
lriee 30c
Sliced Apricots
'
there ehe will be the gurat of her three Inches of hair off his forehead fluence of liquor.
pound. By mail postage paid for 10c
places
board
The
the
blame
school
cousin, Miss Mabel Fisher.
was
on a door casing.
per
K.
W. Fee,
The native
lb
additional.
almayor
on
police
the
and the
in
Miss. Eva Splcer, who has
been thrown from his buggy and painfully lowing
Pears
south Plrst Street, Albuquerque, New
the excise law, prohibiting the Mexico.
attending the University this winter, but not dangerously hurt.
vioto
be
sale of liquor to minora,
o
It ft last night for her home in Mon
Yellow Free Peaches
A committee has been ap- Dorothy IXxUI (Shoes
Our work u aa uear petfectlou m lated.
mouth, 111. Miss Splcer graduated
for Tired Feet.
possible. Ho old, worn out, broken pointed to investigate where the boys
this year.
has
shoe department
or obsolete machinery In our got the liquor. It Is said the boys theRonenwald'
Grapes
The Austin Candy company of Den down
exclusive sale for the dainty and
family pail when sent
a
from
drink
plant.
EverytlUng
up
new
to
and
ver, showed a generous spirit by do
"Dorothy
for
Dodd"
shoes
attractive
parent
for it by their
for the mid
. women.
nating a
box of candy to the minute. Alwaya better work and day meal.
All new spring styles now
Plums
comIn stock. Priced most economically,
the local Elks' lodge for the fiesta more prompt service. We defy
conwUl
petition.
A
bundle
trial
See them and make your early selecThe box came last night, shipped to
BKCLVISK ilE WAS FAT.
Co.
vince you. Imperial Laundry
tions. They will please you.
Hack of poet office. Phone 148. Red
New York. Mayll.
Because he
wagons.
was fat and wu afraid that he
We have a full line of comfortable
C. H. Conner, M. D. D.
o
not get out of the building In houwe shoes and slippers for men and
Can't look well, eat well or feel could
was women.
They are madu of Boft kid,
well with Impure blood feeding your time, should a fire break out.
serge, look neat and wear
body. Keep the blood pure with Bur- the excuse given by Henry Eggert, canvas or
205 South First Street
boy,
weighing S65 well. Price range from $1.10 to $2.
14 yer old
dock Blood Bitter. Eat simply, take apounds,
for failure to attend school. C. May s Shoe Store, 314 West CenSpecialist in Chronic Diseases exercise, keep clean and you will have
when brought to the bar In the chil- tral avenue.
long life.
Office: N. T. Armijo Building.
dren' court in Brooklyn. Henry has
a part in his father' show. a
t.ie NOTK K TO WATKK COXSl'.M Kits.
unboy,
champion
as
is
fat
he
but
oaooaooocKoooacMK)
Water will be turned on west of
der age he was arrested by agents of
"WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR
the Children's society. He says that Fifth street and North of Central
he has never been sick In his life, avenue at 9 p. m. tonight, for relikee cold weather and knows what it pairs to tire hydrant.
Is to be fat In summer time.
WATER SUPPLY CO.
We have both makes. Our stock Is Urge. Every piece marked very
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
OOAXj
to reduce stock.
ALL LENGTHS CEDAR AND
PINION WOOD.
The Leading
Central Ave.
MILL AND FACTORY WOOD.
1
1
.
1
1
V
LUMP, $5.6.
Albuquerque
Jeweler
NUT, Mit.
I
On or about May 1st will move to 212 South Third
or Burnt
We'll
street, where I will have a new line of Hats, Shirt Waists,
any
We will mfW
oompotlUo
Wallae-hia-

Hotel

I

Craige

m

ne
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Hart Schaffner
& Marx

ness.

Should you fall to receive The
Evening Citizen call up the
Postal Telcgrr; a Co., telephone
No. 88, and your paper will be
delivered by special messenger.

.

MAY 11,

You Will be

'

I J.A.UARDNER

PARAGRAPHS

:3k

Our Iierries ate .shipped
to us direct, from the
patch the same day they
are picked, They are arriving in fine condition.
::
Give them a trial

1

waters. Conw
fagged out.
OUR SODA WILL. RESTORE your
tired energies. Come if you want a
beverage that has all the wcetnoaa
of sugar, all the flavor of your favorite fruit, all the sparkle of champagne. Tou can not Imagine such a
beverage; you must taste it to know

i,
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MINNEAPOLIS

I

Rooming House

Evffry precaution should be ued in getting the proper
infants' shoe, but how often do mothers content theirselves
with a poorly constructed shoe that is made from a shoe
factory's leavings, thinking these will do because they are
cheap. At this stage it Is your duty to be more particular
and considerate in getting lasts to allow for the growing lit
tie feet. Our infants' footwear is made of the first grade of
leathers insuring comfort, style and wear. They may be
had in both shoes or sandals, in Patent Kid, Patent Kid
Patent Kid with Colored Tops, Tan, Red and plain Black
Kid. A trial will convince y u of their superior quality
and low prices. Ask to see them.

I J. A. Wood,

Pop.

1)

Canned Fruits

LIBBY'S

i

fr

I

Luna-Strlckl-

In Caste of Emergency
c. o. r.

One of our Three Registered Men may be
found at the following Telephone Numbers:
r. w. schmalmack 1442
HorrtAN

ist

GEO. B. WILLI AM m 1109

ThetTtWILLIAMS DRUG Co.
VmiMl

A
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Din
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For First Cl&ss Work and Prompt Delivery

CALL...

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
HTTE VAGONS

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxi

9
: E.

L. WASH BUK, Pres.

C. O. CUSHMAN, Sec.

,

i
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j
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SKINNER'S

OSTEOPATH

QOOOCOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJDKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

oaorxx3xxx3nacxxxxxxxxxxxxjpr'

i

02-fl-

4 Treas.

Coal Coke Wood

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY
'

PPDITT
iva

E. L. Washburn Company

TO000C0CaotJK30aBO0

(INCORPORATED,

Men's and Boys' Outfitters

fleate

Stylish Millinery

Quick, Convenient
and Fair to you

WE are

not advertising any big sales but our
goods will bear inspection and our prices
comparison with any in the citygive us a
call before buying.

We hide nothing; we try hard to serve
you with intelligent understanding of a

modern man's needs. Our STEIN BLOCH
KMART CLOTHESJ in Summer 'weights
i ready for you to try on before our
long glass, in our cool store. You see
' wnat you buy, and you doinot have to return it for alterations. The clothes fit
with style.
--

REMOVAL NOTICE

n
Corset Covers, Ties and Collars, in Eyelet, Shadow
and Coronation Cord designs.
I cany a full line of Battenburg Rings, Braids and
Thread; Filo, Lustre and Coronation Cord; also Pillow Tops
and Braid in the new work. Repousse Braid.

WORK EXCHANGED

LESSONS GIVEN

Fancy Work Exchange
122 South Fourth Street.

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone
Office,

851.

Corner Granite and First

Strong Brothers

1. '.

Miss LUTZ

Crescent

;

Shoes Shoes Shoes
SELLING OUT AT COST

Add to which, you are charged a price
based upon reason and fairness.

SUITS

208 South 2d Street
Phone 832

:

$18, $20, $22.50, $25, $27 and $30

Hardware
Co.,.

318 W.

Central Are.

Phone 313

Stoves, Ranges, House Furnishing Goods, Cutlery and Tools,
Iron Pipe, Valves and Fittings

Pfumblng, Heating,
Tin and Copper Work

Every pair of Shoes on our shelves must be sold
within thirty days from May 1st, nothing reserved
every pair must go.

GTOCK-- No
Trash
get a pair of shoes cheaper

NEW SEASONABLE
Now is your time to
,

than ever before in this city.

SIMPIER CLAPK SHOE CO.
First Door North of Potioffice, South Second St.

toi

l

h

imuT.

Mrs. R. B. Patten
Lady Assistant
You can Clothe Your Family

here

on

$1.00 PER WEEK
Men's & Ladies' Suits a specialty

E. MAHARAN
SIS West Central.

